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Abstract 
Medical image management has posed challenges to many researchers, 
especially when the images have to be indexed and retrieved using their visual content 
that is meaningful to clinicians. In this study, an image retrieval system has been 
developed for 3D brain PET (Position emission tomography) images. It has been 
found that PET neurological images can be retrieved based upon their diagnostic 
status using only data pertaining to their content, and predominantly the visual 
content. 
During the study PET scans are spatially normalized, usmg existing 
techniques, and their visual data is quantified. The mid-sagittal-plane of each 
individual 3D PET scan is found and then utilized in the detection of abnormal 
asymmetries, such as tumours or physical injuries. All the asymmetries detected are 
referenced to the Talairarch and Tournoux anatomical atlas. The Cartesian co-
ordinates in Talairarch space, of detected lesion, are employed along with the 
associated anatomical structure(s) as the indices within the content based image 
retrieval system. The anatomical atlas is then also utilized to isolate distinct 
anatomical areas that are related to a number of neurodegenerative disorders. After 
segmentation of the anatomical regions of interest algorithms are applied to 
characterize the texture of brain intensity using Gabor filters and to elucidate the 
mean index ratio of activation levels. These measurements are combined to produce a 
single feature vector that is incorporated into the content based image retrieval 
system. 
Experimental results on images with known diagnoses show that physical 
lesions such as head injuries and tumours can be, to a celiain extent, detected 
correctly. Images with correctly detected and measured lesion are then retrieved from 
the database of images when a query pertains to the measured locale. Images with 
neurodegenerative disorder patterns have been indexed and retrieved via texture-
based features . Retrieval accuracy is increased, for images from patients diagnosed 
with dementia, by combining the texture feature and mean index ratio value. 
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1 Introduction 
Position emission tomography (PET) is an imaging technique that can 
examine quantitatively and in vivo, the physiology and biochemistry of an organ. 
PET was initially used almost exclusively as a research tool for studying the brain. 
More recently it has been applied to the diagnosis and assessment of the major forms 
of cancer, cardiac viability, as well as neurological disorders such as Parkinson's 
disease. Due to this expansion in use of PET scanners there are now hundreds of PET 
centres around the world [I], producing large volumes of data. The systematic 
management of this data, and its corresponding utilization in an effective and efficient 
manner, is therefore of great importance to both clinicians and researchers. Patients 
therefore also benefit from any improvements in data management. One strategic 
approach, to achieve improved data management efficiency, is to archive the PET 
images within a data store that allows for content-based image retrieval. 
Research and development of content-based medical image retrieval systems 
has been made by a number of groups [2 .3]. Each retrieval system has its own 
characteristics and is domain dependent. This is due to the fact that each medical 
imaging technique is designed to reveal a specific ilk of visual content, from human 
organs. For example, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) displays the anatomic 
structure of the human body, while PET imaging reveals functional information. The 
method applied to each modality of image to extract visual features, is therefore 
different. This is because each category of information, such as anatomical or 
functional, posses different visual properties and require a different category of 
feature extraction algorithms. The extraction algorithn1s themselves are consequently 
based upon varied image processing techniques. 
Although there has been some work carried out on retrieving PET images by 
their medically salient content [2], the content extracted is itself not visible. Non-
visib le content is difficult to interpret by clinicians and associated non-expert 
persOlmel. In this study, visual features are extracted to represent three-dimensional 
PET neurological images. Mapping to anatomical structure using the Talairarch and 
Toumoux atlas [4] is also performed. Anatomical mapping coupled with PET feature 
Content based retrieval of PET neurological images. 17 
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extraction algorithms, enables the development of a system that can be used by people 
with a variety of backgrounds including: researchers, clinicians, students, and 
administrators. 
The structure of the thesis is organised as follows . Literature review is given in 
Chapter two, a review of content-based systems together with the development of 
medical image systems. The third chapter is the Methodology that is applied in this 
study. Experimental results are given in Chapter 4. The thesis concludes with a 
description of the developed, web-based, system that includes anatomical mapping, 
indexing, and evaluation of the performance. 
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2 Literature Review 
Due to the rapid development of computer technology, large amount of images 
are acquired and stored in computers. Management of this image data systematically 
is therefore very important for future applications, such as research and patient 
treatment. This section provides a comprehensive review of research carried out into 
Content-Based image retrieval and other related areas of image analysis, such as 
image segmentation and feature representation. Research related to medicine, and 
specifically PET imaging, is emphasized although other areas are included in the 
reVIew. 
2.1 The importance of image retrieval systems 
Images are a convenient medium for describing and storing spatial, temporal, 
spectral and physical components of information contained in a variety of domains, 
such as satellite images and medical images. Images are also a rapid method for 
conveying and communicating information, e.g. those used in commercial logos. 
Due to the low cost of scanners and storage devices, digitised images are now 
playing an important role in depicting and disseminating pictorial information. As a 
result, large image databases are being developed and applied in a number of 
app lications. These applications include: criminal identification, multimedia 
encyclopaedias, geographic information systems, on-line app lications for art and art 
history, computer vision for robotics, computer-aided design, trademark databases and 
medical image archiving. These databases typically consist of thousands of images 
and can take up terabytes of computer memory. Although advances in image 
compression algorithms have alleviated storage requirements it is still difficult for a 
user to browse through an entire database, simply because the databases are so large. 
An efficient and automatic procedure is therefore required for indexing and retrieving 
images from these types of databases. 
Over the last ten years image indexing and retrieval has been well studied by 
scientists from a variety of disciplines. Mathematicians attempting to develop 
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mathematical models which represent image features so that they can then be applied 
to the indexing and retrieval of images. Psychologists are studying the way human 
perception organises image patterns with the aim of producing cognitive models of 
human vision. Computer scientists on the other hand are working to find optimised 
algorithms to develop a retrieval system that is not only fast but also accurate. 
2.2 Text-Based Image Retrieval 
Conventionally, textual features, such as filenames and keywords have been 
used to annotate and retrieve images. Traditional image databases therefore do not 
differ significantly from databases that contain non-image data. A user of a 
conventional image retrieval system manually inputs the image file into the database 
and at the same time enters any relevant textual details that describe image content. 
However, this technique of describing and representing an image is limited. The main 
problems identified with such text-based image systems are: Subjectivity and Time 
efficiency. 
• Subjectivity. Two individuals may describe the same image in a 
different manner. The textual descriptions of visual attributes such as 
colour, shape, texture and layout vary greatly among people. Even if 
an image is always described in exactly the same manner it is possible 
that important information is systematically missed. It is conceivable 
that numerous visual features are, mistakenly, ignored. 
• Time efficiency. The process of detecting visual data and then 
describing it using language descriptors is time consuming. A typical 
approach requires human input to describe and tag the contents of 
images in terms of a selected set of captions and key words. As image 
databases increase in size the use of keywords becomes not only 
complex but also inadequate to represent the content of stored images. 
The description of visual characteristics requires many man-hours of 
work. 
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Examples of text-based retrieval are almost ubiquitous in everyday life. One 
such system would be Library book searches [51 , which are based upon matching a 
Llser specified text string to an index of authors and/or titles. Author and title 
information in a conventional Library system is manually inputted; this is both time 
consuming and sUbjective. A second commonly used example of text based retrieval 
is that contained within the Microsoft Windows operating system [61. To locate a file 
or folder a user again enters a text string, the retrieval algorithm then attempts to 
match file names stored on the hard disk to the string entered as the query. File 
extension can also be specified to limit results to a specific type, images for example. 
A search for images on the Windows [6) operating system is based upon language 
descriptors that are present in file name. However, as is always the case with text 
based image retrieval system, there is no way to ensure that the actual visual 
information is related in an objective manner. The Google Image search [7) employs a 
similar technique for image retrieval. A user is required to input a word or phrase and 
this is then matched to the pre-defined index of image filenames . The actual visual 
infoTInation, or content, contained within the set of returned images that match the 
specified text string, can vary greatly. Text-based retrieval of images can be found in 
the Getty Image library [8), also available on the Internet. The Getty Image library [8) 
is a huge online archive of images obtained from a wide range of domains. To search 
the image collection a user enters a word or phrase, that word or phrase is then 
matched to an index of image captions; the captions are textual descriptions of the 
image content that have been entered into the image archive by qualified personnel. 
Examples of medical image storage are less widespread and not readily 
available on the Internet. The storage of medical images at the Wolfson Brain 
lmaging Centre, a department within Cambridge University, has however been 
examined [9) . The strategy implemented requires image files to be saved directly on to 
UNIX file servers; the file format itself can vary but is commonly compatible with 
Analyze [1 01, which is itself a commercial software package designed specifically for 
medical image analysis . Searching for images is limited to filename matching; no 
specialized retrieval system exists. Indexing of images is therefore limited to the 
location, in file system, of the saved image and its filename. It is not possible to 
retrieve medical images using anything other than the standard UNIX file information 
such as size and name. 
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Text based data management systems, although successfully utilized in some 
applications as described previously, present fundamental limitations when image 
storage and retrieval is considered. Images contain visual data that can be 
subjectively interpreted by users, or qualified experts and meaningful data can 
sometimes be ignored. Traditional text based systems also require the labour 
intensive process of manually indexing each image with keywords or caption. For 
these reasons, content-based image retrieval systems are being developed in a wide 
range of fields, including medicine. 
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2.3 Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
In attempting to overcome the previously discussed limitations of text-based 
image retrieval systems it has become popular to index and retrieve an image using its 
inherent visual features. Visual features, also refeLTed to as visual data, include 
colour, shape, and texture. Retrieval of images based upon their visual data is 
refen-ed to as content-based image indexing and retrieval. 
The field of content-based image retrieval had its beginnings in the late 
seventies [11], however it is widely accepted [12] that the subject did not become 
significant, i.e. - the number of published scientific articles remained minimal, until 
the mid nineteen nineties. The reason for this, as befits Moore's law [13], is until that 
time the availability of computer processor resources was restricted. CBIR relies on 
image analysis which is itself a relatively resource intensive procedure, this is due to 
the large file sizes and complex measurement routines that are involved. During the 
nineties the microchip speed to price ratio reached a level that made it possible for 
many research groups to actively study content-based image retrieval. This coupled 
with increased network bandwidths, the birth of the Worldwide Web, and the 
availability of high quality digital image scanners led to an exponential increase in 
CBIR research. 
When using content-based retrieval image systems, a user will normally be 
required to give an example image or to manually (digitally) sketch a picture, for use 
as the database query. The system then extracts pre-defined visual features of the 
query image and compares these with the features stored in the image database. The 
image with the smallest distance between its own features and the query features will 
be retrieved first. The distance formula, or similarity metric, is pre-defined in the 
system. A query to a CBIR system can also be carried out in the more familiar 
mam1er of supplying a textual keyword. 
There are a number of different approaches that can be taken when designing a 
CBIR system, which to a large extent depends on the image domain being studied. In 
addition to the image domain a wide range of different visual analysis techniques 
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have to be considered and employed. The following section shows techniques that are 
employed in the different CBIR systems. 
2.3.1 CBIR Systems and Products 
A Content-based image retrieval system or CBIRS is a group of devices, or 
virtual objects, communicating with each other for the express purpose of enabling a 
human user to store and retrieve visual information files based on their actual optical 
data [141 . Advantages ofCBIRS's over traditional text based retrieval systems include: 
• Improved time efficiency. 
• Less labour intensive 
• New data/files are inserted or added to system autonomously. 
• A search can be carried out using an example image. 
• Indexing method is objective and consistent. 
• All visual data present can be considered. 
The advantages of CBIRS, outlined above, have led to a proliferation of 
products [15,16,17 ,18,19,20) and research groups in the field. There are now numerous 
commercial products available and a large number of universities [1 51 around the world 
dedicated to the advancement of CBIR technology. 
A comprehensive survey conducted in 2000 of thirty-nine separate CBIR 
systems showed that the majority of the systems are concerned with domain 
independent image searching across the Internet [151 . The systems reviewed utilized a 
wide variety of visual features as their indices. Of the thirty-nine systems surveyed 
thirty-one utilize colour, twenty-five texture and twenty-three shape. The following 
chart, shown in figure 2.1, summarizes those systems. 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates each system and the features it utilizes for indexing. 
These features are firstly extracted by the system based on some pre-defined 
algorithms that are image domain dependent. The quantified features are then applied 
to index images. 
Some of the most well developed systems that are currently in use and two 
development toolkits are briefly described below: 
o Informix database (16), produced by mM, with technology from 
Convera [17] A plug-in module for the database, called Visual 
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RetrievalWare, is a software development toolkit for image processing, 
feature extraction and indexing. Searches are performed with 
reference to the binary patterns contained within an image. 
o Ultimedia Manager and QBIC [18], also produced by IBM. This system 
asks the user to select one of the three features: colour, shape, and 
texture. Then the retrieval process is based on a feature selected by the 
user. 
o ImageFinder [19]. The matching engine employed has the capability of 
learning and drawing conclusions; it functions by applying pattern-
matching technology. 
o !Match [20]. !Match allows you to search for images usmg many 
criteria: attributes, properties, colour, texture, and shape. You can 
combine any number of criteria into one single selection and let 
!Match display all matching images. 
o NEC's system called Amore [22]. Amore segments the query image 
into regions of homogenous colour. The shape and colour of the 
regions are then used as feature vectors for querying the database. The 
user can decide which of the two features is of lYlost significance. 
o Informix [16] databases with the Virage plug-in [20] VIR Image Engine. 
Similar to the Visual RetrievalWare software, VIR Image Engine is an 
extendable framework designed to aid the development of Content-
Based Image Retrieval systems. 
o One of the more developed CBIR systems that has been built is 
NeTra[1 9]. The Alexandria Digital Library project [23 ,24] has in fact 
implemented a prototype version of the system. NeTra itself uses 
colour, texture and shape to index images; the database consists of 
2,500 colour images organized into 25 different categories (100 images 
per category). The query image is split into regions and the user can 
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choose which region is utilized; queries can be performed based on 
colour, location, shape or texture of the chosen region. Results show 
that their technique "enhances the perceptual quality of the retrieved 
result". They also highlight the importance of user feedback in 
improving the relevance of retrieved results. 
o BLOBworld [25], focuses on the retrieval differences between querying 
based on global features as opposed to those using region of interest 
techniques. The BLOBworld study, as the name suggests, segments 
images into separate "Blobs" that exist in the real world as objects or 
"Things", as opposed to low-level features such as colour or shape, 
which have been referred to as "Stuff'. Colour, texture and positional 
features are again extracted from the image so that segmentation into 
regions can occur. The visual characteristics of each region are then 
used to index the database. 
Colour is the visual feature that has been utilized most often as a database 
indexing method within CBIR systems [15]. A query image is supplied to the retrieval 
system and the dominant colour is elucidated, which is the colour that covers the 
largest spatial area. The database can then be searched until images that have a 
matching or similar dominant colour are found. The majority of surveyed systems 
retrieve images using this colour-based approach. The visual feature of colour refers 
to the wavelength of light associated to a pixel, this is represented by the three values 
for red, green and blue (detailed in section 2.3.1.1.2.3, Colour or Greyscale). 
Alternative visual features, such as texture and shape are also extracted and utilized in 
the systems surveyed. The processes of texture and shape measurement are however 
more complex than that of colour. Texture, the repetition of sub-image colours and 
edges, can be characterized using a variety of image processing tools (described in 
section 2.3.1.1.2 .1 , Texture). Shape refers to objects within an image and the relative 
geometric co-ordinates of those objects; the Hough Transform is perhaps the best-
known method of shape quantification (detailed in section 2.3 .1.1.2.2 Shape Size and 
Position). 
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The three visual features introduced above, colour, texture and shape are low-
level primitive visual features as they contain no semantic information. However, 
they are the most important and commonly used of the visual features. There are a 
number of different image processing techniques that can be utilized to analyze these 
visual features, and they are detailed in the next section. 
2.3.1.1 Visual Feature Representation 
The development of a content-based image retrieval system reqUIres the 
measurement of visual features using computer algorithms. The visual features are 
quantified and then utilized as indices within a database system so that retrieval can 
be carried out. The visual features can be classified into two main areas: 
• Low-level primitives 
• High-level semantic objects 
Low level or primitive features refer to representations of colour, texture, and 
shape in an image. Higher level, semantic features include tumours (in medical 
images) and everyday objects like animals, people and houses (in less domain specific 
image sets). Semantic objects themselves are composed of primitives and 
consequently any form of CBIRS requires the quantification of primitive, low-level 
visual features . This process of visual feature representation is split into two main 
stages : detection/segmentation and measurement/quantification. 
2.3.1.1.1 Detection/Segmentation 
Virtually all image-processing applications have to start from the same point: 
the division of an image into parts that have a strong correlation with real world 
objects [26]. This is referred to as segmentation and has been defined previously: 
"[The process by which] a computer attempts to separate objects from the 
image background and each other" [26] 
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There are three basic approaches used to achieve this: Thresholding, Edge 
Based and Region Growing and Matching. 
2.3.1.1.1.1 THRESHOLDS [26] 
The process of thresholding an Image IS to separate an Image into its 
constituent elements based upon predetermined fixed data, called the threshold. The 
simplest form of thresholding is that applied to monochromatic images. Intensity or 
brightness thresholding creates a binary image based upon each pixel's intensity and 
the threshold value. Any pixel with a value above the threshold is given a value of 1 
while anything below the threshold is given a value of 0, thus background and object 
features. A more sophisticated approach is to assign two threshold values: one low 
and one high. Anything below the lower threshold made to equal 0, anything above 
the higher threshold equal to 1 while anything in the middle stays the same; this is 
also known as contrast enhancement. 
Thresholds can also be applied to certain specified values; any pixels with, for 
example a grey value of 123 can be given a value of 1 and everything else assigned O. 
This is sometimes known as band-thresholding [26] . 
The histogram of an image, a visual representation of the frequency of each 
pixel value, is also utilized when thresholding. The bimodal histogram, and its 
subsequent employment, is a simple example of adaptive thresholding. The 
histogram of an image is taken and if shown to be bimodal (having two-peaks), a 
binary image can created with the threshold value in the middle of the two peaks, at 
the lowest point, see Figure 2.2; the threshold image is composed of just the 
background and the one target object. 
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Figure 2.2 Original image (left). Intensity histogram (middle), dashed line represents the 
threshold value. Binary image (right) created using the bimodal threshold technique 1271. 
Thresholding, it must be noted, can also be perfonned on visual properties 
other than brightness. Characteristics such as texture and chromaticity are also 
modifiable when thresholding is applied. 
2.3.1.1.1.2 EDGES [26] 
An edge can be any pixel where there is a discontinuity; the discontinuity can 
occur in the grey-level, colour, texture, etc. An edge is quantifiable, the subtraction of 
one pixel from the other results in an absolute value that is the difference across the 
edge. If an edge pixel neighbours other edge pixels a border is fonned. A border 
consists of pixels belonging to a region R that have neighbouring pixels belonging to a 
region other than R. The strength of an edge and/or the strength of its corresponding 
border are often used as criterion in region based image processing (see next section 
2.3.1.1.1.3 Regions). 
Edge detection, although often an important step in the image segmentation 
process, does not produce a segmented image by itself, post-processing is also 
required to divide the image into its real world component objects. 
2.3.1.1.1.3 REGIONS [26] 
Region merging and region splitting are the techniques for segmenting images 
that rely on differentiating areas with maximum homogeneity; homogeneity of colour, 
texture, grey level or any other visual characteristics. Region merging begins with 
each pixel in the image being its own region. A certain point is chosen as the start 
position and the pixel and its neighbours are compared; if certain criteria are met the 
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pixel regions are merged into one region. This reduces the number of regions present 
within an image. The starting point of this process affects the outcome therefore 
numerous starting points can be combined. Region merging can also be used in 
conjunction with region splitting. 
Region splitting treats an image, to begin with, as one region and subsequently 
divides the image into smaller sub-regions. It does this by analyzing a pixel and its 
neighbours and if certain homogeneity criteria are met the pixels remain in the same 
region otherwise a second region is created. Splitting would appear to be the same 
process as merging only in the opposite direction, however the results obtained from 
the two techniques can differ greatly and it is usual to combine the two methods. An 
example of region splitting is given below: 
• Step 1. For every reglOn a random initial intensity value, lk, IS 
chosen for the region intensity centres. 
• Step 2. The difference between every pixel and ik is evaluated. Each 
pixel is assigned to a region, which region this is determined by the 
direction of the difference. 
• Step 3. After subdivision ik is recalculated. If ik is altered then step 2 
is repeated. If however ik remains the same process stops, region 
splitting has finished. 
Matching of areas and objects is the third region based segmentation process; 
a known pattern is searched for within the target image. An exact match is not 
nornlally possible. Therefore images with regions that reach a certain pre-defined 
threshold of matching are selected. Matching criteria can be based upon primitive 
features such as colour and edges or on higher-level features like shape. Region 
based segmentation, unlike edge detection, is particularly well suited to noisy images. 
The above three modes of segmentation all have their own advantages and 
limitations. The development of each of these modes of segmentation was based on 
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domain specific image data. For example, using the Hough transform [2 8] for edge-
based segmentation works accurately for line detection only if it is known that there is 
a line segment in the image. It is however more effective in most situations to use a 
combination of segmentation methods. 
2.3.1.1.2 Measurement 
Feature i.e., colour, shape and texture measurement techniques all have the 
same purpose, the quantification of visual characteristics. After quantification of 
visual data its use in a database is relatively simple. Values produced, by the image 
analysis algorithms, are inserted into a database using traditional and widely available 
database tools such as a Structured Query Language script [29]. 
There are numerous techniques of visual feature measurement. One of the 
most important is the Fourier Transform [30] . The Fourier Transform is shown in 
Figure 2.3, the transform decomposes a signal into its component sinusoids, which 
changes the representation of the signal from space-based into frequency-based. 
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Figure 2.3. Pictorial representation of the FOllrier Tralls/orm 1271, 
A second major approach to signal decomposition is based upon wavelets. 
wavelets differ from the Fourier transform in the way frequencies are isolated. A 
wavelet isolates separate occurrences of specific frequencies , whereas the Fourier 
Transform simply isolates a frequency [26] . Wavelets are of finite length while 
sinusoids, as used in the Fourier Transform, extend to infinity, This makes wavelets 
better suited to measuring localized areas. Both the Fourier Transform and a form of 
Gabor [3 1] based wavelet are used in the course of this study to quantify texture. 
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2.3.1.1.2.1 TEXTURE 
Texture is said to consist of component textons or texels that are its primitive 
features. Texture has been defined as what remains after the consideration of colour 
and local shape [121. There are thought to be two visual components of texture: Tone 
and Structure. Tone refers to the intensity of pixels while structure concerns the 
spatial relationship between pixels. Textures are visual patterns or spatial 
arrangements of pixels that cannot be completely described using regional intensity 
alone. Textures may have statistical properties, structural properties, or both [321. A 
popular model for representing texture uses a technique based on Gabor filters of 
spatial-frequency [331. Models of the human vision system that use Gabor filters to 
model the receptive fields have been shown [341 to sufficiently account for 
psychophysical data obtained in texture discrimination experiments [341 . 
Texture can be measured as a whole image or via local texture of previously 
segmented objects. Texture measurement and classification can be realized in a 
number ways, most of which involve breaking the texture down into its component 
primitives: 
• Edge frequency. 
• Spatial frequency measured using Gabor functions [3 11, wavelets and filters 
(scale independent), and also the Fourier transform (Figure 2.3). 
• Syntactic description: based on the analogy between the grammar of language 
and the spatial relationship of texture primitives. 
• Hybrid methods: a combination of any of the above. 
The frequency methods mentioned above can be said to be Statistical 
techniques; it is common to use either a Statistical or a Syntactical approach. Hybrid 
methods are less common. 
2.3.1.1.2.2 SHAPE, SIZE and POSITION 
Segmentation of an image into its component objects enables the subsequent 
measurement of the objects themselves. Quantification of segmented visual features, 
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or objects, gives rise to semantic features. Semantic features correspond to actual real 
world concepts. 
The simplest method of characterizing an object is to measure the shape, size 
and position. The number ofpixels belonging to an object equates to its size, and the 
x-Y co-ordinates of those pixels and their geometric relationship refers to the shape 
and position. These primitive visual features can be utilized as comparators, between 
images, as well as constructing the higher-level semantic features. 
After segmenting an Image into regIOns of homogeneity, also known as 
objects or semantic features, geometric measurements can be taken. Techniques that 
are commonly used include the decomposition methods outlined previously and also 
matching strategies such as the Hough transform [28] . Size and geometry are not the 
only properties composing semantic features and visual data. Colour and pixel 
intensity are also important visual primitives. 
2.3.1.1.2.3 COLOUR or GREYSCALE 
There are three major approaches to quantifying colour. The first method 
splits the colour of an image, or object into three separate components: hue, intensity 
and saturation. An image can also be divided into red, green and blue colour elements. 
The third technique is the CIE standard colour appearance model [35], which breaks 
colour down to five components: hue, lightness, brightness, colourfulness and 
chromaticity. 
Colour is not always intrinsically available within an image. The vast 
majority of image modalities within medicine, such as PET, MRI, CT and X-ray, are 
monochromatic and can therefore only be measured using one dimension, such as the 
greyscale. They are often referred to as intensity images as it is the concentration, or 
intensity, of a certain substrate that is quantified. A pixel from an intensity image has 
only one variable that is not related to its spatial properties and the range of possible 
values is ultimately dependent on the medical imaging instrument. Medical images, 
and any other monochromatic image, are however commonly stored in files with a 
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range of 0- 255 (28), 0-65535 (2 16), or 0-4294967295 (232) for 8 bit, 16 bit and 32 bit 
fom1ats respectively. 
Analysis of intensity can be carried out using intensity frequency to produce 
an image histogram. Histogram techniques are commonly applied to whole images 
but to generate global histograms, they are also however applicable to identified 
objects that have been segmented Maximal, minimal and derivative measurements 
can also be taken along with any other statistical values of interest such as mean and 
standard deviation. Quantification of pixel intensity is fundamental to the previously 
described segmentation process and it is also utilized by content-based image retrieval 
systems. The pixel intensity measurements, in the context of content-based image 
retrieval, are compared between images to perfom1 retrieval based upon visual 
content. Content-based retrieval however also consists of query formation and a 
means for a user, of the system, to access the extracted data. 
2.3.2 Query styles 
The use of image quantification within a content-based retrieval system is 
dependent on interaction with a user of the system. Within CBIR research there are 
two main approaches to query formation : query by example and textual query, Figure 
2.4 shows a diagram representing the different query by example approaches. 
A query by example procedure can be composed of either one image or a 
group of images. If a group of images is used each image can be assigned a positive 
or negative value. Figure 2.4 shows a query that requests images most similar to 
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Audrey Hepburu, and most dissimilar to bank security photo [36. 37}. The use of a 
group query amplifies the common properties of the group. Adding a dissimilar 
image, or even a group of dissimilar images, increases the magnitude of these 
properties even further. The query image, as well as being an actual image file, can 
also be created ad-hoc by the user themselves. This requires a graphical drawing 
application and is highlighted by the user representation in Figure 2.4. Extending the 
drawing application so that the definition of regions of interest is possible further 
enhance functionality. Query by example is not always possible or appropriate. A 
retrieval system for medical images may, for example, require a query that is 
composed of semantic information such as patient diagnosis, this would require text 
based queries. 
The textual query is perhaps the more familiar approach; this is due to the fact 
that the query process is very similar to that used in traditional text based retrieval 
systems, described previously in section 2.2. A user is required to select keywords, 
classifiers or language descriptors from a predefined list and consequently build a 
textual query. The value of the textual query approach increases as the level of 
semantic interpretation increases; this is graphically represented in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Two different queries are shown. One is searching for the actress Audrey Hepburn in 
a database of domain indistinct images. The second is searching for patients with tumours in 
database of PET scans. Both use the textual query approach. 
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Formation of queries and image quantification techniques are not the only 
prerequisites for a content-based image retrieval system. Retrieval itself is 
determined by the assessment of similarity between the query data, and the visual data 
present within each image stored in database. 
2.3.3 Similarity Measurement 
Similarity measurement plays a fundamental role in image retrieval system. It 
serves as an organising principle by which the retrieval system classifies objects and 
makes generalisations. It has been studied extensively by psychologists from analysis 
of proximity to representation of structure of similar data [38]. 
The theoretical analysis of similarity relations has been dominated by 
geometric models, in which similarity is considered to be the complement of distance 
in an n-dimensional space of one kind or another. Similarity representations can be 
divided into two classes: spatial models and network models. 
The spatial models, called multidimensional scaling, represent each object as a 
point in a co-ordinate space so that the metric distances between the points reflect the 
observed proximity between the objects. The database images with the smallest 
difference in feature vector, when compared to the query image, are returned first. 
This is referred to as the "nearest K-neighbour" approach. 
Network models represent each object as a node in a connected graph, 
typically a tree [39], so that the relations between the nodes in the graph reflect the 
observed proximity relations among the objects. 
For medical images, the similarities are not only based directly on visual data 
but also on the derived medical saliency. Modelling of the visual data and statistical 
analysis utilizing predetermined parameters is required to achieve this retrieval based 
upon medical relevancy. PET image quantification and similarity measurement is 
detailed in section 2.6.1 . 
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2.4 CBIR and Medical images 
So far general computer vision and image retrieval techniques have been 
outlined. The retrieval procedures and also the feature representation techniques, both 
previously described in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.l.1 respectively, give rise to two 
important issues, which are both dependent on image domain: Visual feature 
extraction and similarity measurement. 
Image domain (i.e. image modality and image subject) relates to what category of 
images the retrieval systems are going to deal with. Image categories can include: 
• Natural images: photographs, video camera stills, and medical images; 
• Artificial images: computer graphics, paintings, and drawings; 
• Scientific pictures: statistical charts and visualisation patches. 
A PET image, for example, is very different to that produced by a commercial 
closed circuit television camera, and this difference increases if compared to a 
statistical chart. A medical image, such as a neurological PET scan is typically in the 
greyscale and has one large circular foreground object and a black background. A 
typical PET image is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6. Glucose metabolism in transaxial brain section: example of a medical image. 
An artificial colour image obtained from the Microsoft Windows [6] operating 
system is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7. Computer graphic from Microsoft Wmdows • Example of an artUlcial image 
A statistical chart, such as a bar graph, contains colour and typically consists 
of columns, with a high contrast. Figure 2.8 shows a sample scientific visualization. 
Figure 2.8. Example of a scientifk visualization , an artificial computer generated image. 
Each image domain possesses common visual characteristics, and will 
therefore require certain visual feature extraction procedures. The importance of each 
feature such as colour, shape, or texture is entirely dependent on the category of 
images stored within the database. Extracting colour, for example, would be 
redundant when utilizing monochromatic PET images. The choice of visual feature 
extraction technique is therefore dependent on the image domain that is studied. 
Image domain also therefore determines the similarity metric that is utilized. 
Similarity metric refers to the method of that is employed to assess the semantic 
relevance of data. 
Image domain is fundamental to the development of a CBIR system; it 
determines the method of feature extraction and the approach taken to quantify 
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similarity. This research project is entirely focussed on neurological PET images, 
which are classed as medical images. It is therefore important to assess progress in 
this area of CBIR research. 
2.4. 1 Medical CBIR systems 
Retrieval of medical images can be an important part of the patient care 
process with significance to research, teaching and treatment. There are a few such 
systems being developed which have been shown to directly improve· the accuracy of 
disease diagnosis [40]. 
One content-based image retrieval system has been developed by Broderick et 
al [40.4 1,42] and utilizes greyscale High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) 
images of the lungs. The system requires the manual definition of pathology bearing 
regions (PBR's) and relies on a Custom Query Approach, or CQA. The indexing 
procedure consists of manually segmenting PBR's from each stored image. PBR's 
are then characterized using lower level visual features and stored with their 
associated image and disease type. The CQA is employed to query the database and it 
does this by splitting the query procedure into two distinct processes. A query image 
is first analysed for disease type, this disease type is then utilized to retrieve images of 
the same diagnosis. Images with the same diagnosis are returned, along with the 
associated set of visual features which optimally describe each image. These returned 
optimal features are employed to further quantify the query image by characterising 
visual features of its PBR(s). Visual information that is quantified includes the mean 
grey level, standard deviation, area histogram and geometric properties such as centre 
pixel , area and size. Data obtained from this second stage of image characterization is 
then used to query the database and produce the final set of retrieval results. 
Retrieval results were shown to increase the accuracy of a physician's diagnosis 
significantly. Eight doctors were shown a lung image from patients with a range of, 
previously defined, diagnosis. Each physician was then asked to classify the image 
from a list of possible diagnosis. The percentage of correct diagnosis increased from 
30.2% to 62.4% when the retrieval system could be used as an aid. The results from 
the Broderick et al study [40] provide a clear indication of the usefulness of content-
based medical image retrieval systems and highlight the clinical requirement that is 
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currently present. The Broderick et al [40,42] study emphasises query formation and the 
application of retrieval results while relying on expert knowledge input during the 
feature extraction process. This is not the only strategy that can be taken when 
researching content-based retrieval of medical images. 
An alternate approach to the development of a content-based image retrieval 
system has been taken to perform content based retrieval on spine X-ray images [43]. 
Long et al [43] have developed a prototype CBIR system which they split into two 
distinct areas: 
• Indexing, the computer assisted reduction of images into mathematical 
features. 
• Retrieval, the user interaction to obtain desired tmages from the 
database. 
Indexing in the Long et al study [43] is composed of the segmentation of 
images into regions of interest, and the subsequent quantification of these regions 
using shape characterization. Data from these procedures is then utilized as indices 
within a MySQL [44] database containing the studied spine x-ray images. The retrieval 
process consists of query formation, feature vector extraction and similarity matching. 
Long et al [43] rely on the characterization of four separate features: invariant 
moments, scale space filtering, polygon approximation by curve evolution and 
Fourier descriptors. These features are extracted after an expert has manually 
segmented the images. Images are classified as normal or abnormal using the 
previously extracted features . A one layer artificial neural network that has been 
trained using back propagation performs the analysis and classification. Results show 
that the artificial neural network method agrees with the diagnosis of a qualified 
radiologist 85% of the time for images of the cervical spine and 75% for the lumbar 
spme. This percentage score is achieved after training and validating with two 
separate sets of images, in total three image sets were used, training, validation and 
test for each anatomical region. 
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A third approach to content-based retrieval of medical images is concerned 
with the classification of images based upon tissue type [45]. Felipe et al [45] utilize 
texture quantification [46] and also specify a new content feature characterization, the 
"Gradient Descriptor". The extracted feature ("Gradient Descriptor") is derived from 
co-occunence intensity matrices obtained from the original tissue image in four 
different directions. These visual features are used to differentiate between tissues 
from various organs of the human body: Brain, spine, heart, liver, adiposity, breast, 
muscle, bone, and lung. Searching of database and similarity matching performed 
using Euclidean distance, which is the difference in feature values between the query 
and those in the database. Retrieval results were reported to be above 90% accuracy 
for all different tissue types [45]. 
The three recent research publications reviewed so far [40,43,45] exhibit a number 
of important differences such as image domain, search algorithm employed and 
choice of extracted features. Extracted features and search algorithm are to a large 
extent determined by the image domain . .. 
" . .. domain knowledge needs to be integrated into specialized query engines" 
[47] 
The following section specifically examines content-based image retrieval in 
relation to neuro-radiology and PET. This area is significant since PET neurological 
data forms the basis of the research outlined here. 
2.4.2 PET, Neuro-radiology and CBIR 
Content-based retrieval of medical neuro-images has not undergone extensive 
research. There are two predominant research initiatives, Cai et al [2] who study PET 
images, and Liu et al [3] who utilize CT (Computed Tomography) and MR (Magnetic 
Resonance) images. 
PET images are represented, by Cai et [2]. usmg physiological data. 
Physiological information is extracted by applying tracer kinetic modelling techniques 
that employ blood tracer concentration levels as well as the image data itself. The 
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data, that Cai et al [2] utilize, is not directly visible. Kinetic models reqmre, as 
parameters the localized intensity levels of radiotracer, obtained from PET images and 
also the associated blood sample tracer concentration level. This data can then be 
represented graphically using a simple two axes line graph, with activity and time as 
the respective axes. It is these two-dimensional graphical representations that Cai et 
al [2] use to retrieve PET images via their content. The work of Cai et al [2] 
demonstrates that retrieval of PET images, based on their physiological features, is 
possible using time-activity curve data as the database index. Tissue time-activity 
curves, TT AC's, are obtained from dynamic PET images, which are produced by 
acquiring several contiguous frames over a period of time, typically 60 - 90 minutes. 
Each scan shows a change in radiotracer activity levels, and it is this change in 
activity that forms the TTAC. The corresponding plasma time activity curves, or 
PTAC's, are also obtained at the same time by taking serial blood samples. Dynamic 
imagery is employed to assess, for example, the binding of drugs to brain receptors. 
Static imaging is utilized in diagnosing patients with neuro-degenerative disorders, 
tumours or other physical injuries. There is however some contention over whether 
the research carried can be classified as content-based image retrieval. This is due to 
the fact that TTAC's do not pertain directly to visual content, as remarked by [47] . . . 
" .. . [TTAC 's] are not really Image features but rather one dimensional 
temporal signals" [47]. 
The method implemented does however require a substantial amount of expert 
knowledge and interaction. It relies on PET scans that have been manually segmented 
and radiotracer levels in blood supply that are manually derived, which are both not 
always available. Alternative methods of image quantification must therefore be 
developed and implemented. 
The second major academic group, researching CBIR of neurological images, 
is that of Liu et al [3]. A technique for extracting features from CT and MR images 
has been developed, by Liu et al [3], in which the derived visual information is used to 
perform content-based image retrieval. First, lesions are detected. Then based on the 
measurements of lesions images are indexed within database. The strategy employed 
revolves around the detection of a symmetry plane, the ideal Mid-Sagittal Plane or 
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iMSP, and the subsequent subtraction of the two hemispheres from one another. The 
iMSP, a virtual geometry plane about which the brain has maximum bi-Iateral 
symmetry, is used to create a mirror image of the original. These two images are then 
subtracted from one another and any asymmetrical lesions are consequently revealed. 
Feature measurements include location, size and shape of lesion. Following the 
quantification of these features they can then be utilized in a database. Retrieval from 
the database is performed using Kernel Regression and Bayes decision theory. An 
offline search of available classifiers is performed, and the associated similarity 
metric is used to query the database; in other words each of the features is given a 
weighting based on previous classifications, these features are then compared with 
those stored in the database. Retrieval results from the preliminary study demonstrate 
accuracy of "approximately 80%" when tested with images from patients diagnosed 
as normal, with a stroke or an acute bleed. No attempt is made to classify images 
from patients diagnosed with neuro-degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's. 
A third research group investigating neuro-radiological images and retrieval 
have targeted the retrieval of scientific articles based upon neuro-anatomical visual 
information [48]. The system that has been developed is queried using Talairarch and 
Toumoux [4] spatial co-ordinates, retrieval results consist of scientific articles, 
available from BrainMap [49], that are related to the neuro-anatomical structure that 
has been specified by the user formulated query [48]. The system is not a content-
based image retrieval system due to the fact that images are not retrieved. It is 
however relevant due to the fact that a visual query is carried out that uses the 
standardized Talairarch and Toumoux [4] spatial co-ordinate system. 
A significant amount of research has been carried out in the area of content-
based retrieval of neurological images [47]. The PET modality, and neuro-radiology in 
general, has however been somewhat neglected. At present only one other academic 
research group [2] is working towards PET image retrieval, and three in total are 
researching the content-based retrieval of neuro-radiological images. 
Classification and retrieval of PET images based upon their actual diagnosis 
has not been broached, and neither has PET image retrieval based directly upon visual 
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features. CT and MRI image retrieval based upon visual features and concurrent with 
clinical diagnosis has however been successfully researched [3]. 
The mechanisms and theories that are used to achieve content-based image 
retrieval have been shown to be entirely dependent on the image domain being 
studied [2 ,3,40,43,45,47,48] A detailed understanding of the applications and 
characteristics of the images being studied is thus fundamental to the development of 
a content-based image retrieval system. Comprehensive knowledge of PET imaging 
and quantification is therefore required before content-based PET image retrieval can 
be developed. 
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2.5 Positron Emission Tomography 
To understand PET image retrieval it is necessary to have some insight into 
the history of medical imaging, the technology and physics that it is based upon and 
the role it plays within medicine. 
The first medical images produced using ionising radiation were the x-ray 
radiographs taken at the turn of the last century (1895) by, the winner of the first 
Nobel Prize in physics, William Conrad Roentgen [SOl. In order to produce three-
dimensional images, rather than two-dimensional ones such as radiographs, 
tomographic reconstruction algorithms and scanners that could acquire the data 
necessary for tomography were needed. The major breakthrough in tomographic 
medical imaging was the development of computed tomography (CT) and the first 
commercial medical instrument capable of obtaining digital axial images with high-
contrast resolution. This occurred in 1972, and was carried out by Sir Godfrey 
Hounsfield who together with Alan Cormack was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Medicine in 1979 [50] . In 2003, Prof. Peter Mansfield from Nottingham University 
together with Professor Paul Lauterbur from the USA also won the Nobel Prize in 
Medicine, for their discoveries concerning Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [50]. 
These discoveries, during the 1970's, have led to the development of modern MRI, 
which represents a major breakthrough in the fields of medical diagnostics and 
research [50]. The enormous diagnostic impact of CT inspired those already working 
in non-tomographic imaging using positron-emitting tracers to develop a tomographic 
version of the technique, which came to be known as positron emission tomography 
(PET). 
The first PET scanners were operational in 1975. In 1997 there were 
approximately 150 health centres with PET scanning faci lities, the vast majority of 
which are in North America and Western Europe [ I] , as distributed in Figure 2.9. 
There have been no studies into the volume of PET images that have been produced, 
it can however be assumed that each PET centre has many gigabytes of stored data. 
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Figure 2.9. Distribution of PET scanners aroond the world 111. 
A neurological PET scan measures the localized intensity of a radio-labelled 
tracer within the brain. This information is refereed to as functional or physiological 
data, a PET image contains very limited anatomical information which is tracer 
dependent. Intensity levels revealed by the PET scan correspond to the concentration of 
tracer substance, which itself equates to neuronal activity. When an analogue of glucose 
is used as the tracer its uptake and rate of metabolism are derived. Different tracers can 
be used to quantify alternate activation pathways within the brain and PET scanning is 
therefore particularly useful in the drug discovery process. Although PET images have 
a poor spatial resolution (-5mm), when compared to MRI (-1 mm) and CT (-1 mm), they 
are still very much at the forefront of scientific research and play a significant role within 
medicine. This is due to the fact that a PET scan can reveal physiologicaL or functionaL 
information that is complimentary to the anatomical information provided by MR and 
eT. In many disorders a change in physiology both precedes a change in anatomy and 
provides more specific information The most recent high-resolution brain PET scanners 
have a resolution - 3.5mm [SI] . 
Functional information can also be obtained from MR using the non-quantitative 
blood flow imaging technique known as fonctional-MRI, or jMRI [52,531. This approach 
has become widely used in the field of brain mapping. Compared to PET imaging it has 
superior resolution (temporal and spatial), high signal-to-noise ratio, more affordable 
cost, and it eliminates the requirement of ionising radiation. The sensitivity for tracers 
labelled with MR tags is much lower than PET. 
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Functional forms of MR will not replace PET as many kinds of molecules can be 
tagged with positron-emitters, such as carbon-l I. PET imaging allows specific ligands to 
be labelled using radioactive tracers this makes receptor-ligand studies possible whereas 
they are not with jMRI. This ability, to quantify and localize a variety of substances 
within the living brain, is the primary advantage of PET overjMRI. 
Radiotracer research continues with the most recent development that of an 
amyloid tracer, Pittsburgh-compound B, which can quantify amyloid deposits in the 
living brain [54]. Recent developments have also introduced the prospect of much 
cheaper PET scanners [55). The prohibitive cost of producing radioactive 
neurotransmitters can theoretically, be reduced by using lasers [55] . Consequently, PET 
wi ll remain a widely used method for assessing the different physiological pathways in 
the brain. 
2.5. 1 Characteristics of PET imaging 
PET provides the means for imaging the rates of biological processes in vivo. It 
requires the administration of radio-labelled tracers into subjects in order to generate PET 
images. Depending on the information clinicians would like to see from the images, 
different tracers might be applied. For example, when detecting tumours the most 
commonly used tracer is FDG. The most common nuclides used are Oxygen-IS that has 
a half-life of 2.1 minutes, Nitrogen-13 with half-life of 10.0 minutes, Carbon-ll with 
half-life of 20A minutes, and Fluorine-18 with half-life of 109.7 minutes [56]. The half-
life is the time period within which half the nuclei will, on average, decay. 
A typical 3D PET scam of a human brain is given in Figure 2.10. It utilizes 
fluorodeoxyglucose, or FDG, an analogue of glucose as the radiotracer. 
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Figure 2.10. A typical, glucose metabolism, brain PET scan of a normal subject. 
2.5.2 Clinical Application of PET to Neurology 
The examination of PET images, by experienced clinicians and radiologists, can 
reveal the presence of neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, Brain 
tumours, and head injuries, which are the abnormalities that are studied in this PhD 
project. 
2.5.2.1 Alzheimer's disease 
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a degenerative disorder that is the most common 
neurological cause of dementia. AD has a unique pathology, with a characteristic pattern 
of hypo-metabolism due to a reduction in synaptic activity and cell loss. 
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It is possible to diagnose AD early on in its progression, non-invasively, and reliably 
with PET. The 3D PET image of a patient suffering from AD is given in Figure 2.11 [56]. 
Figure 2.11. PET scan of patient diagnosed with Alzheimer's diseue 
Figure 2.12 shows the comparison of an AD image with the image from a normal 
subject [56]. 
Figure 2.12. The left hand side is an FDG-PET scan from a normal volunteer, whilst the image on 
the right is from a patient diagnosed with Alzheimer's J5'1. 
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Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show that the intensity values around parietal and temporal 
lobes are much lower for an AD patient as compared to that from a normal subject [56); 
which increases the possibility that such diseases can be diagnosed through the 
appearance of abnormal brain activity in PET images. 
2.5.2.2 Brain Tumour 
Figure 2.13 shows, on the right hand side, a slice from a PET scan of a patient 
with a tumour. The arrow indicates the tumours' position. On the left hand side is the 
corresponding CT image from the same subject [56) . To interpret a brain tumour using 
FDG-PET, identification of a region or focus of abnormal intensity tissue in relation to 
the surrounding white or grey matter is the first step. 
FDG-PET 
Figure 2.13. er and PET scan of subject with a brain tumour I~I. 
Careful visual examination of images by experts enables diseases, and injuries to 
be diagnosed. Co-registration of a PET image to a CT, or MRI scan reveals the 
anatomical structure of the brain, the effected area can therefore be determined. CT and 
MRI scans of patients are however not always available. 
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2.6 PET Analysis Methods 
Complex methods of analysis, involving the modelling of radio-tracers and the 
localization of anatomical structures have been developed to assess PET images, with 
their accompanying anatomical scans, and also without. There are a number of different 
techniques and algorithms that can be utilized to perform quantitative analysis of PET 
neurological images. This section will focus on examining the different modes of 
analysis used in the fields of medical imaging and computer science. 
2.6. 1 Spatial Normalization and Co-Registration 
The processes of spatial normalization and co-registration are important to a wide 
range of medical imaging fields. Spatial normalization, of an image set, tries to make all 
images have the same size and shape; the images are warped to fit a standard space. Co-
registration is the closely related procedure in which images are translated and rotated so 
that they best match an image from a different modality. 
PET studies, and also studies that use alternate brain imaging technologies such as 
MRI and CT, rely to a large degree on inter-brain or inter-subject comparisons. A typical 
study involves obtaining PET scans groups of subjects and controls and then performing 
statistical analysis on the group(s) to elucidate any significant differences. Before 
statistical analysis can commence on a group of images the anatomical variability and 
movement artefacts must first be removed. If anatomical variabil ity is not removed voxel 
a in subject one may belong to a different anatomical structure than voxel a in subject 
two. A voxel is the equivalent of a two dimensional image pixel in three dimensional 
space. 
To obtain valuable medical information from PET images voxel by voxel analysis 
can be performed, a voxel is equivalent to an image pixel in three-dimensional space. 
Specifically the voxel intensity property, which represents metabolic activity, is 
associated with an anatomical brain structure. There are two standard approaches that are 
used to create this association. The first method requires a Magnetic Resonance Image of 
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the same subject to be taken and co-registered with the PET image, the co-registered 
image can then be warped to fit a standard pre-defined space. Regions of interest can then 
be manually defined, using software such as Analyze [1 0) . 
The alternate method, used to associate voxels with the correct anatomical 
structures, is to warp the original PET image to a template from the same modality. The 
PET image will then fit into a standard space, such as that defined by Talairarch and 
Tournoux [4) or the Montreal Neurological Institute [57). The difference is that the 
warping is performed without first co-registering the PET image to an anatomical image 
from the same subject. 
To perform spatial normalization a template image is required that conforms to a 
standard known space. In this research all the PET images are spatially normalized to the 
MNI template [57) as supplied with the software package SPM {58} and recommended by 
the International Consortium for Brain Mapping [60) . The MNI template was originally 
produced by the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre part of the Montreal Neurological 
Institute (McGill University) [61). The Talairarch and Toumoux brain was approximately 
matched to the MNI template using a two-stage procedure. Va110us landmarks were 
manually defined on 241 normal MRI scans. Each brain scan was scaled so that the 
defined landmarks fitted with equivalent positions in the Talairarch and Tournoux atlas. 
305 normal MRI scans were then taken, and an automated 9 parameter linear algorithm 
was applied to match the 305 brains to the average of the 241 brains that had been 
previously matched to the Talairarch atlas. The 305 transformed brain images were 
averaged to produce the MNI template [57) . It must be noted that the MNI brain and 
Talairarch and Tournoux space are not exact matches. Equation 2.1 [62) represents the 
process for calculating the transformation that must be applied, to co-ordinates from the 
Talairarch and Tournoux atlas so that they are concurrent with the MNI brain, where P is 
transformation parameter determined by V xyz. 
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The two procedures of spatial normalization and co-registration are in fact based 
upon exactly the same theories and can use identical algorithms. There are a number of 
different approaches that have successfully been applied to the problems of inherent 
within spatial normalization and co-registration; all approaches however are based upon 
the same principal , maximizing similarity between the two different images. 
Comprehensive reviews and surveys of these image manipulation techniques have 
been published [63,64] and each of the different techniques has been shown to have 
advantages and disadvantages. No significant performance increase for any particular 
technique has been found [63] and the different approaches "produce satisfactory results 
most of the time" [63]. Techniques utilized in co-registration and spatial normalization 
can be classed into a number of different categories [64]: 
• Non-image based: scanners are calibrated together. 
• Dim en sion ality: designed for 2D, 3D, or 4D (time series) image sets. 
• Extrinsic: Subject has had foreign objects introduced, such as 
Fiducials, moulds and stereotactic frames , to aid analysis. 
• Intrinsic: Based on image information generated from subject alone. 
Utilizing anatomicallgeometricallandmarks or segmentation methods. 
The final intrinsic method is based upon voxel properties. 
Perhaps the most widely used implementation, of co-registration and spatial 
normalization algorithms, is Statistical Parametric Mapping or SPM, which is distributed 
by University College London [58]. SPM is a set of routines within Mat/ab [27] that was 
designed for the express purpose of registering and spatially normalizing radiological 
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images (PET, SPECT, CT and MRI) of the brain and performing statistical analysis of 
these images. The approach taken by SPM is detailed in the next section. 
2.6.2 SPM Methodology 
The image analysis and manipulation algorithms, employed as part of SPM, are 
based upon affine image registration techniques [65,66]. They can be classed as intrinsic 
due to the fact that they use the full image content of the voxel intensity property. Affine 
transformation conserves the ratios of distances along lines; this means that parallel lines 
remain parallel, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
Figure 2.14. Affine transformation. 
To achieve spatial normalization two images, one called a source and the other 
called template, are first registered together to produce a set of transformation 
parameters. The source image is that which is warped to fit the template. For the least 
squares registration to produce an unbiased estimate of the spatial transformation, the 
image contrast in the templates (or linear combination of templates) should be similar to 
that of the image from which the spatial normalization is derived. The registration 
searches for an optimum solution. The registration process itself is based upon utilizing 
the maximum a 'priori posterior estimate within a Bayesian framework, to generate a 
best fit for the transformation parameters. 
SPM is used to perform spatial normalization. The approach that SPM employs 
relies on minimizing a basis function representing the difference between the template 
and test images. The difference, X2, between the template image and subject image is 
minimized by iteratively altering the twelve transformation parameters, and the one 
additional intensity scaling parameter. Iteration is stopped when Xl no longer decreases. 
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This is a gradient descent approach with the probability of halting at a local minima 
reduced by first smoothing the subject image. The spatial transfOlmation, referred to as 
tp=Mp, contains the 12 spatial parameters and is shown below in Equation 2.2. Where p 
refers to a voxel at a certain position in the original image and tp is the transformed 
position ofvoxel in new image. 
tp, M, M4 M7 M'D p, 
tp2 M2 M5 Mg Mll P2 (2.2) = 
tp) M3 M6 M9 M' 2 P3 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
Spatial parameters Ml - M6 relate to the position ofthe patient head in scanner 
and the spatial transformations of rotation and translation. M7 - MC) refer to warping 
along the Z-axis to fit into the templates' standard space. MlO - M12 are the parameters 
for scaling and shearing the subject brain. The function that is minimized, X2, is therefore 
represented as the sum, of spatial mapping minus the intensity scaling in relation to the 
subject image, at each position in the template image. This is represented in Equation 
2.3; where S is subject image, T is template image and MD is the intensity scaling 
parameter. 
Equation 2.3 shows the function X2 which is minimized during the spatial 
normalization procedure. The approach taken by SPM [66], and consequently used in this 
study, incorporates Bayes probability using 51 MRI images transformed using the basic 
operation. These 51 transformations supply a multi-normal a priori distribution of 
parameter estimates. Implementation of Bayes probability theory alters the spatial 
nOlmalization so that the transformation parameters are not solely dependent on the 
minimization of X2; they are also detennined by their difference to that which is expected 
by the predetennined estimates. 
The registration procedure can be summarized as finding the minimum sum of 
squared voxel intensity differences between the target and template images. The 
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registration process is sensitive to a small number ofvoxels that have large intensity 
variations, and is, consequently, most suitable to intra-modality (i.e. the same modality) 
registration [67l. 
The parameters, obtained from the registration procedure, are then applied, using 
a transformation function, to the target image so that it fits into the standard space and 
shape of the template image, which itself fits a pre-defined anatomical atlas such as 
Talairarch and Toumoux [4l . 
When spatial normalization is carried out on a group of images it allows 
comparison between subjects as each brain image fits the standard space and is, to a 
certain (significantly valid) degree, the same size and shape. During the course of this 
research the spatial normalization algorithms from SPM have been used and are detailed 
in section 2.6.2. Spatial normalization is not the topic of this research and is merely used 
as tool. The SPM software is applied in this project as it is arguably the most widely used 
and the Mat/ab source code is freely available and can be easily altered and implemented. 
It is often considered the most sophisticated software available for the spatial 
normalization and co-registration of brain images. 
Spatial normalization is however only the first step in calTying out a PET study. 
To obtain meaningful data from a set of PET scans fulther processing and quantification 
is required. 
2.6.1 Techniques of PET analysis and measurement 
To produce experimental data post normalization the PET images are further 
analysed. All analysis, of PET images, requires the measurement of the Cartesian co-
ordinates of a voxel and also its intensity value. Voxel intensity property itself is an 
extrapolation of, and directly cOlTelated to, metabolic activity. Slice 33 from a normal 
brain, which has been spatially normalized, is shown in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.16 shows 
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two typical examples of pixel intensity histograms for a slice 33 of normal brain in 
Talairarch and Tournoux space [4l . 
Figure 2.15. Slice 33 from a normal brain. 
-1964 6976 
-1520 6379 
Figure 2.16. Histogram of pixel intensity from the same number slice of two spatially normalized 
normal brains. 
Figure 2.16 shows the histograms from two subjects with the same normal 
diagnosis, the histograms themselves differ greatly as do the conesponding global 
properties such as mean and standard deviation. Figure 2.17 shows two further 
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histograms again taken from slice number 33, but this time the PET images are from 
patients diagnosed with Alzheimer's. 
-1517 6120 
-1555 4824 
Figure 2.17. Histogram of pixel intensity from the same number slice of two spatially normalized 
brains diagnosed with Alzheimer's. 
Global intensity histograms do not reveal medically semantic information as 
demonstrated by the histograms presented in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. Due to the fact that 
global measurements are medically irrelevant the first stage taken in PET studies, after 
spatial normalization, is to define and segment a specific anatomical region for 
investigation. Segmentation is carried out using prior knowledge of neuro-anatornical 
stmctures, combined with the visual intensity patterns. Analysis of the region of interest 
can then be carried out by measuring the intensity ofpixels; The Cmmp Institute [56], 
outline five approaches to the quantitative analysis of PET images: 
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• Radioactivity image: PET scan presented as a series of 2D slices, 
colourlintensity of pixel represents activity. 
• Mean value of RO]: Region of interest manually drawn on to radioactivity 
image, mean of pixel values calculated for the region. 
• Time activity curve for roi: Mean activity of a region plotted against time. 
Requires a time series PET scan. 
• Normalized RO] curve: The ratio of mean ROI to whole brain mean. 
• Tracer modelling ofroi curve: Mathematical model fitted to time-activity 
ROJ plot, results in values for binding potential , blood flow and receptor 
density. 
The techniques outlined above are however not all suitable for making 
comparisons between studies and their respective image sets. Consequently they would 
not be applicable to image indexing within a content based retrieval system, which is the 
focus of this research. For the purposes of content-based PET image retrieval new 
techniques were developed for quantifying PET neurological images and existing 
methods have been significantly extended. 
2.6.2.1 KINETIC MODELLING 
Physiological and biochemical data from PET can be obtained by comparing 
voxel property values of one area of the brain to another over a known time scale; this is 
called kinetic or tracer modelling. Kinetic modelling can be used to elucidate the binding 
potential of a certain transmitter within regions. Using the simplified reference tissue 
model [68] it is possible to measure binding potential without the need for arterial 
cannulation and only utilizing data contained within the image. Binding potential, which 
is directly proportional to receptor density, can be used to index PET images within a 
database when receptor density is significant. 
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2.6.2.2 STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT 
Metabolic activation homogeneity/heterogeneity can be used to characterize PET 
images [70] and is dosage and scanner independent. By calculating the co-efficient of 
variance, or CV, ofvoxel intensity within localized structures and also the whole brain, a 
reliable estimate of functional homogeneity/heterogeneity can be produced. Functional 
homogeneitylheterogeneity refers to the metabolic activation pattem, which is the 
distribution of intensity values across the brain and localized structures. Measurement of 
CV concerns the pattern and distribution of activity rather than the absolute magnitudes 
of variations in activity. 
The CV is a relative value calculated by measuring the standard deviation (SD) 
and mean of voxel intensity values, and is shown in Equation 2.4. 
cv=( SD )*100 (2.4) 
MEAN 
The higher the CV value the larger the heterogeneity, and vice versa. A PET 
image with a low CV has a more constantlunifonn distribution of activity values. PET 
images from patients diagnosed with Alzheimer's have a larger CV than nonnal patients 
[70]; the distribution of voxel intensity values is less unifonn, there is a greater variation in 
activity. Homogeneity/Heterogeneity can be used to compare images from different 
sources, and therefore index images within a database or a content-based image retrieval 
system. This is due to the fact that dosage and scanner differences are redundant. It is 
relative intensity distribution patterns are measured and not absolute levels of metabolic 
activity. 
A second statistical technique that quantifies and characterizes PET images 
utilizes the mean index ratio. Mean index ratio is based on the nOlmalized RO! curve 
process [56] previously shown. The mean intensity value of an anatomical structure is 
compared to the mean value for the rest of the brain producing a single ratio. A range of 
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ratios is derived the nonnalized RO! curve can is used and can only be used to quantify 
time series scans. Mean index ratio can however be applied to individual non-time series 
PET scans and it can therefore be used to characterize PET scans . This is due to the fact 
that ce11ain diagnosis type's exhibit significantly increased or decreased metabolic 
activity within specific anatomical structures. Alzheimer' s disease exhibits significant 
hypo-metabolism in the Posterior Cingulate [71 1, the Parietal Lobes and the Temporal 
Lobes [721. To compare the absolute mean values from two different PET scans would not 
be suitable for image indexing as scanner and dosages differences would be apparent. 
Mean index ratio is therefore measured; the mean index value is calculated by comparing 
mean value of the specified RO! to the rest of the brain. It quantifies the anatomical areas 
with abnormal transmitter uptake by comparing to other anatomical structures with 
nOlTIlal metabolism. Any dosage and scanner discrepancies are made redundant as the 
abnotmal area is compared to the rest of brain; the mean index ratio can therefore be 
applied to the problem of image indexing within a content based retrieval system. 
2.6.2.3 ASYMMETRIC ABNORMALITIES 
Hemispheric differences in the brain such as those caused by tumours, strokes, 
and head injuries can also be used to classify images and diagnose patients. A sample 
slice from a patient diagnosed with a tumour, which is apparent as a bright asymmetric 
region, is shown in Figure 2.18. 
Figure 2.18. PET image from patient with a tumour taken from this study. 
Previous research has shown that asymmetrical discrepancies in MRI images can 
be used to classify and index images within a database system [731 by utilizing the mid-
sagittal plane method. 
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A second widely used method for detecting and measuring abnormalities such as 
tumours, injuries and strokes is implemented by the software package SPM [58]. The 
SPM method requires a control image for reference, and all the experimental data must 
have intensity normalization performed. Abnormalities are then labelled at positions 
where the pixel intensity is three standard deviations away from the control images 
intensity at the location. Abnormalities can therefore not be characterized unless a 
control image is present and intensity normalization carried out. 
2.6.2.4 TEXTURE 
Texture can be defined in a number of complementary ways. It is ... 
"[ an] identifying quality" ... "the disposition or manner of union of the particles 
of a body or substance" [14] ... "something consisting of mutually related elements" [26] 
Statistical measurements of PET images, outlined in section 2.6.2.2 (Statistical 
Measurements), quantify global properties such as the mean. Texture characterizes and 
measures the differences in pixel/voxel intensity with reference to spatial attributes such 
as distance and direction. Classification of images using texture measurements is 
widespread QBIC, IMATCH and NETRA [18,19,21] for example all use texture as an image 
classifier. 
Texture has also been researched as a diagnostic tool for PET images [74]. Work 
has been carried out that analyses PET sinograms using texture quantifiers based upon 
the Radon transform [75]. Results showed that it is a valid method for diagnosing 
Alzheimer's in patients [74], classification using the unreconstructed PET data and texture 
measurements was 90% accurate [74]. PET sinogram refers to the detected data before 3D 
reconstruction has been completed. Sinograms are not used in this study. 
Texture is used in this research as a tool for classifying reconstructed PET images 
by quantifying the metabolic activity patterns that are present. Texture is quantified by 
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utilizing Gabor Functions as image filters. Gabor Functions are based upon the human 
neural visual system and are a widely used method within image processing of 
quantifying digital visual representations. The application of Gabor filters to PET images 
for the purpose of texture quantification [76] is a technique that was initially developed to 
characterize images from alternate domains [77], and has been described previously in 
section 2.3.1.1 (Visual Feature Representation). 
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2.7 HI-PACS 
The tenn "Digital Radiology" was introduced as earl y as the beginning of the 
1970's [78,791. However, due to technological limitations of the time, it did not become 
well known and there was little work carried out. During the early 1980's advances in 
computer processing power enabled many researchers to become involved in this area. It 
was at this time that the concept of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems, or 
PACS, was first proposed [801 . It was also during this period that the very first conference 
dedicated to PACS took place [8 11 . By definition PACS consist of image acquisition, 
storage and display devices; the simplest and most popular fOlln of PACS today could be 
said to be the home PC and digital camera. Although this is far removed from the 
"enterprise" or "data-warehouse" scale HI-PACS (Hospital Integrated PACS) the 
principles remain the same. A HI-PAC system however needs to be able to process 
images from a number of different modalities, such as ultrasound, X-ray, CT, MRI and of 
course PET. 
A HI-P AC system not only has to function with the vast amounts of image data 
present within a hospital it is also responsible for the management of associated 
diagnostic reports and administrative details. There are numerous implementations of 
HI-PACS around the world and also many commercial vendors of PACS for health care. 
Retrieval of images from their respective databases is always calTied out using keywords 
and language descriptors. The systems must therefore rely on consistency between 
individuals when searching and updating the database. PACS rely on traditional image 
retrieval techniques that are built around traditional database technologies; this means 
that results of retrieval are, to a degree, unreliable. 
The HI-PACS industry is thought to be worth approximately $lbillion. The 
companies selling HI-PAC systems and related products include: Kodak, Agfa, Siemens, 
Marconi, Phi/ips, and Canon. The minister of health in the UK, John Hutton, has 
announced the contracts for every UK Hospital to have an installed HI-PACS by 2007 
[821 . This growth of the HI-P ACS industry coupled with the Health Insurance Portabi/ity 
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and Accountability Act of 1996 [83] which defines standards 111 for electronic patient 
records in the USA, suggests that Hospital Integrated Picture Archiving and 
Communication Systems will play an ever more important role in patient care. 
As mentioned previously, PET imaging is a technique that is widely used and will 
undoubtedly continue to be; its presence in HI-PAC systems would seem to be assured. 
However, to develop a content-based HI-PACS there is a long way to go. This project 
attempts to develop a content-based image retrieval system for 3D PET images, which is 
consequently a step towards content-based HI-PACS. 
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2.8 Summary 
Traditional image databases are no different from any other type of data storage 
solution. An administrator or user inserts data into the database along with a textual 
description. The description is either created based on the users' experience, or chosen 
from a pre-defined list of keywords. In a medical system for example, the patient image 
files are stored inside the database and indexed using keywords such as: 
• Diagnosis, a description of any abnormalities. 
• Administrative details like age and gender. 
• Patient identification numbers. 
The main deficiency with such a system is the subjectivity of the indexing data; it 
is possible that two different users would describe the same image in a different manner. 
This is the primary problem; other shortcomings such as time efficiency are also present. 
Content-based image retrieval is defined as the indexing of images using only 
data pertaining to their perceived visual features, or the content that the images posses. 
The benefits of content-based image retrieval over traditional systems include: 
Objectivity, increased time efficiency, greater reliability and validity, and the elimination 
of redundant data. 
During this study a content-based retrieval system for 3D PET neurological 
images has been developed. Medically salient visual characteristics are extracted from 
neurological PET images and then utilized within a database system. 
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3 Materials 
The majority of Positron Emission Tomograph, or PET, images are supplied by 
the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre [9). However some are provided by Hammersmith 
Hospital. Images are studied using a selection of software development tools and 
hardware. 
3.1 Image Acquisition 
The PET image data has been obtained from the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre, 
or WBIC, located at Addenbrooke's HospitaL Cambridge, UK It is part of the University 
of Cambridge [9]. The technical specification [51) of the PET scanner used at the WBIC is 
given in Figure 3.1 
• average resolution c.5x5x5mm 
• 2D/3D acquisition 
• transaxial FOV: 55cm 
• axial FOV: 15.2cm 
• patient port: 59cm 
• axial sampling: 4.25mm 
• detector arrangement 
o ring diameter: 92.7cm 
o number of rings: 18 
o number of crystals per ring: 672 
o total number of crystals: 12096 
• 5-node 3D array processor (c.16mins 3D frame reconstruction time) 
Figure 3.1. Technical specification and photograph of General Electric Medical SysteDl8 Advance 
PET scanner (511. 
The simplified procedure for acquiring PET images [9) is as follows: 
1. A molecule labelled with a positron-emitting nuclide (carbon-ll, oxygen-15 and 
fluorin-IS are the common nuclides) is administered into a patient, either 
intravenously or through inhalation 
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2. The positrons emitted travel about Imm in tissue before annihilating with an 
electron naturally present in the body. To conserve energy-mass (as described by 
Einstein's E=mc2 formula) and momentum, two gamma rays are emitted in 
opposite directions from the point of annihilation. Each photon has energy 
equivalent to the rest mass energy of the electron (511 keY). A ring of detectors 
is used to detect these photon pairs, each of which define a line in space along 
which the annihilation, and hence the labelled molecule, lies. Acquiring such data 
over 180 degrees around the patient allows the three-dimensional distribution of 
the tracer to be reconstructed using tomographic image reconstruction techniques, 
similar to those developed for eT. 
3. The level of tracer concentration at a point in space reflects the delivery of the 
tracer to the tissue and its uptake and release from various tissue compartments. 
In order to convert the radioactivity images into physiological maps of, for 
example, glucose metabolic rate, the delivery of the tracer to the tissue (input 
function) needs to be determined as well as PET images. For certain studies only 
a single PET image is required; for example, glucose metabolism and blood flow. 
Other tracers require a dynamic series. 
4. Post-acquisition, image processing procedures take place and are dependent oh 
the purpose of analysis. These may include re-alignnlent of scans, image format 
conversion using Analyze [l 01, intensity normalization, etc. 
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3.2 Algorithm development and implementation 
Investigation of the three-dimensional PET images, obtained from the WBIC, is 
carried out on personal desktop computers (PC's) using the Microsoft Windows [6] 
operating system. A Red Hat Linux [84] server is also employed to provide Mat/ab 
software licence manager and the Apache [85] web-server. A number of different software 
packages and programming languages have been used to develop the feature extraction 
algorithms and Content based image retrieval system. They are: 
• Mat/ab and the Image Processing Toolkit [27]. - Commercially available 
technical development kit containing a wide range of commonly used 
mathematical subroutines. Mat/ab is an API (Application Programmer 
Interface) that facilitates the construction of mathematically complex 
program structures. The image processing toolkit itself contains a large 
number of components specifically designed for image processing and 
analysis. These include amongst others functions for input/output, 
transformations, statistical measurements, region of interest operations, 
and filters. Matlab is based upon the C procedural language, and all 
functions can be automatically converted using the supplied compiler. 
• Statistical Parametric mapping (SPM) [58] _ A freely available suite of 
Matlab routines used for neurological image analysis and obtained from 
the University College London. SPM is an extremely popular tool, written 
using the Mat/ab API, which is used to perform interpolation, realignment, 
co-registration, spatial normalization and segmentation on PET, SPECT 
and jMRI neurological data. 
• ImageJ - Image processing and analysis tool [86]. A general purpose image 
manipulation device written as open source and possessing a number of 
plug-ins for medical data analysis, such as the ability to open and alter 
Analyze format images. It can replace the widely used commercial 
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software for a variety of simple tasks such as viewing, enhancing and 
altering the format of images. ImageJ is written in Java and is also 
available for free. 
• MySQL [44] - Database management system software. MySQL is again 
open source software that is freely available. MySQL is database 
management software that is widely used with Apache [85], Li~ux [84], and 
PHP [87] to produce dynamic, data driven websites. MySQL is not as 
sophisticated as commercial software as it is not possible to create stored 
triggers or procedures, and there is no facility for foreign keys. 
• Apache [85] - Hyper text transfer protocol server used to display and 
publish web pages written in HTML [88] and embedded PHP [87] . Apache is 
also freely available. 
Programming Languages: 
• PHP (Personal HomePage) [87]_ General purpose scripting language that 
can be embedded into html used to create database driven web pages. 
PHP is used within HTML to access the MySQL database and retrieve 
image data so that appropriate images can then be displayed. PHP is also 
used ,alongside HTML, to display images. 
• Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML) [88] _ Method of publishing text 
on the Internet. Tag based formatting language enables text and images to 
be viewable using a browser. HTML can only produce static web-pages. 
• C [89]_ High level programming language, compiled in this project using 
Mat/ab [27,90], utilized in image processing algorithms. C executes much 
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more rapidly when compared to Mat/ab, especially when certain program 
structures are considered. Image processing algorithms within this project 
are therefore written using both C and Mat/ab in conjunction with each 
other. 
• Structured Query Language (SQL) - Used to define data structures, and 
perform operations on data stored within structure [29]. SQL is the 
standard method for accessing all databases. SQL is used to retrieve data 
from a database and also perform simple calculations and also define the 
order of retrieval. The MySQL database implemented is compliant with 
the ANSI standard. 
The Mat/ab and C procedures access the stored 3D PET images and perform a 
range of processing and analysis routines. Data generated by the Matlab and C 
algorithms is inserted into the MySQL database, located on the Linux server. Access to 
the database and retrieval from the database is performed using SQL. Retrieval results 
are presented in a set of HTML pages that utilize embedded PHP and SQL to access the 
database. Results are displayed and published on the Internet/World Wide Web and can 
consequently be viewed using an HTML browser [9 1,92,93,94,95]. 
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4 Experimental Methodology 
This section describes the methodologies and algorithms that have developed, and 
subsequently applied to PET neurological images so that medically salient visual features 
can be extracted. Features are extracted in order to index the images within a database 
and enable content-based image retrieval of the studied PET scans. An overview of the 
developed methods and relationships utilized to extract medically salient features is 
shown below in Figure 4.1. Detailed description of the feature extraction and anatomical 
mapping processes is given in sections 4.1 - 4.7. 
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Figure 4.1. Diagram representing the different methodologies implemented. 
The initial stage is to perform the spatial normalization of images. Anatomical 
mapping is then applied to obtain the four separate categories of features, as shown in the 
Figure 4.1. Each of the four features is independent, and the IMSP is used to obtain the 
abnormal asymmetries. 
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4. 1 Anatomical Mapping 
The process of spatial normalization allows different PET scans to be compared 
by warping each image to the same standard space, a voxel in one image can reliably be 
said to belong to the same anatomical structure as the comparable voxel in an alternate 
image. However, the exact nature of the anatomical structure remains unknown. 
Anatomy is made transparent by referencing the normalized images to a known 
anatomical atlas using each voxels' Cartesian co-ordinates as the intermediary. 
Anatomical labels are applied to the normalized image using the Talairarch and 
Tournoux atlas. The Cartesian co-ordinates from the atlas must however first be 
transformed to fit the MNI template, this is due to the fact that MNI space and Talairarch 
and Tournoux space, although comparable, are not exact matches [62]. 
The spatially normalized brain images are referenced to a MySQL [44] database, 
containing the Talairarch and Toumoux [4] anatomical labels. Inserted into this database 
are tuples containing anatomical labels and Cartesian co-ordinate data from the 
Talairarch and Toumoux atlas [96]. The labels themselves are electronically derived from 
axial sectional images in the 1988 Talairarch Atlas and are therefore consistent with 
Talairarch and Toumoux space [96]. The database design of anatomical labels enables 
very rapid querying of any structure or combination of structures; the anatomical 
structures are split into five previously defined distinct groups: Hemisphere, Lobe, Gyrus, 
Tissue type and Cell type [96] . 
The anatomical mapping procedure and its place within the research as a whole is 
shown in Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.2. Anatomical mapping and feature extraction. 
Segmentation of anatomical structures from PET images based solely on their 
Cartesian co-ordinates is enabled by the database. This method of PET brain image 
segmentation is utilized when quantifying brain activity and measuring texture of the 
brain, detailed in sections 2.6.2.2 (Statistical Measurement) and 2.6.2.4 (Texture) 
Abnormal asymmetries are also referenced to the anatomical information present within 
database after their detection. Isolation or detection of asymmetric abnormalities is 
performed using the extracted ideal-Mid-Sagittal Plane. 
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4.2 Obtaining ideal Mid-Sagittal Plane 
This section outlines a technique used to extract the 3D plane of symmetry called 
the ideal Mid-Sagittal Plane, or iMSP which is defined as a plane through the brain where 
symmetry should be maximal [97l. Co-ordinates for the iMSP are extracted using only the 
visual data present within the image itself. The method extracts the planar co-ordinates 
for separating the 3D PET brain image into two hemispheres from the top of the head 
towards the neck passing through the nose. It is based on the assumption that the left and 
right hemispheres of the brain are symmetrical. 
The approach taken, to obtain the co-ordinates for the iMSP, is based upon an 
existing method that measures the cross-correlation of brain sections to identify the 
position of maximal symmetry. The process was originally designed to function with 
MR and eT neuro-images [97l. Consequently a number of significant developments have 
been made to adapt the process to PET images. 
Extraction of the iMSP is carried out using geometric analysis on the working co-
ordinate system and the ideal head co-ordinate system, illustrated in Figure 4.3 . The 
ideal head co-ordinate system centred in the brain with positive Xo, Yo, Zo axes pointing 
in the right (ears), anterior (nose) and superior (opposite of feet) directions respectively. 
With respect to this co-ordinate system, the bilateral symmetry plane of the brain is 
defined as the plane Xo = O. It is often referred to as the mid-sagittal plane of the brain. 
Image acquisition produces a set of axial (coronal) slices cut perpendicular to the Zo (Yo) 
axis. The intersection, of each slice, with the bilateral symmetry plane appears as a 
vertical line on the slice. In clinical practice, a working co-ordinate system XYZ is 
applied. X and Y are oriented along the rows and columns of each image slice, and Z is 
the actual axis of the scan. 
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Figure 4.3. Ideal head co-ordinate system Xo YoZo vs. the working co-ordinate system XYZ. 
The orientation of the working co-ordinate system differs from the ideal co-
ordinate system by three rotation angles, pitch, roll and yaw, and three translation 
differences, Mo, L1Yo, and .120, respectively. 
Therefore, a transformation from XoYoZo to XYZ has to be perfOlmed by rotating 
angle R = yaw (0) roll (rjJ) pitch (m) and translating LlXo, Ll Yo, and !1Zo using formula 
shown in Equation 4.4 [97]; where c = cos and s = sin. 
(4.1) 
So that for Xo=O the iMSP can be rewritten in tenllS of the imaging co-ordinates 
as Equation 4.5 [97]; where d is the perpendicular distance of the plane from the origin. 
cos rjJcos (}X +cosrjJsin(}Y -sinrjJZ +d = 0 (4.2) 
The cross-correlation between the original image and the reflected (and rotated) 
one can then be calculated. The biggest cross-correlation (CC) value should be found at 
the horizontal position with the ideal synunetry when the image is rotated to the correct 
angle (0). Therefore the correct rotation angle can be found by locating the biggest CC 
value when an image is rotated through a range of angles. Figure 4.4 shows the reflected 
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image rotated by three different angles, top is too far anti-clockwise the middle row is the 
best match (highest CC value), and the bottom row is too far clockwise. 
Figure 4.4. Images demonstrating the process of finding the correct angle of rotation. First image is 
the original, second is the reflected image rotated to the angle of maximum correlation, the third and 
fourth images show the reflected image rotated by angles with reduced correlation. 
The position, horizontally, on the image where correlation is a maximum provides 
the value for the offset of iMSP. Calculation of correlation value is based upon Equation 
4.6; The inverse Fourier transform is represented by F -1 , the complex conjugate of the 
inverse Fourier transform is F*, F is the Fourier transfom1, Sj.n is the original section 
rotated to the tested angles, and the reflected version is ref (Sj-n). 
cc = max ~ax {J F-1 (F ' (S;_II )rej(F(S;_1I )))}} (4.3) 
COlTelation is found for every available offset distance at each of the tested 
rotation angles, the maximum correlation value reveals the ideal rotation angle and its 
corresponding ideal offset distance. 
This process is carried out on all two dimensional slices from a scan and outliers 
are removed when they are three standard deviations away from the mean. Least squares 
polynomial regression of the first order is performed on all slices for each of the two sets 
of parameters. This smoothing produces the final co-ordinates of the iMSP, the two sets 
of results are independently smoothed to reduce errors. The co-ordinates themselves 
consist of a rotation angle and offset for each 20 slice, therefore if a spatially normalized 
image is composed of 68 20 slices there will be, in total , 136 separate co-ordinates. 
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4.3 Feature Detection and characterization 
The process of revealing abnormal asymmetries that are medically salient, such as 
tumours, strokes or physical injuries uses the previously extracted iMSP and is described 
in this section. Two images are created to represent the left and right hemispheres of the 
brain split along the iMSP. Absolute intensity differences between the two hemispheres 
are revealed by comparing pixel values at each co-ordinate, these differences are 
represented by an image the same size as the original , two examples of this are shown in 
Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5. The original PET image(left hand side) and the associated image showing absolute 
differences(on right hand side). 
Any asymmetrical differences found are further analyzed usmg connected 
component labeling, described in Figure 4.6 (4). The difference image is converted to a 
binary image, as shown in Figure 4.6 (2 - 3), so that enable connected component 
labelling can be applied. The binary image is created using a simple thresholding 
teclmique in which any pixel with an intensity value above zero is regarded as an object 
and consequently assigned a value of 1; this ensures that all asymmetries are analyzed. 
Connected component labeling, represented in Figme 4.6 (4), is used to isolate distinct 
and separate visual objects within the difference image by labelling neighbouring pixels 
if they share the same value. 
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Figure 4.6 Connected component labelling. 
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Co-ordinates for hypothesised lesions are revealed by the labelling process. 
These co-ordinates are applied to the original image and used to assess the probability 
that the pixels belong to an actual abnormal asymmetry or whether they are in fact a false 
feature. Pixels labelled as a hypothesised lesion are compared to surrounding pixels 
using a method based on Bayesian probability, represented by equation 4.4 where P(Ci) is 
the prior estimate that a group of pixels are abnormal, C is the normalized probability 
density function of pixel values from the hypothesised abnormality, X is the group of 
pixels surrounding the hypothesized lesion and mi is the mean of X. The result di(x) is 
the probability that pixels from the hypothesized lesion can be classed as the same as the 
surrounding pixels. 
(4.4) 
An initial test set of twenty random images provided the threshold for pixels 
classified as abnormal asymmetries, and a total of 1063 images are tested. The 
characterization of a lesion is performed by measuring the centre pixel, the area and the 
mean intensity. Measurement of a lesion's mean intensity reveals whether it possess 
high or low tracer concentrations, a high level can correspond to a tumour while low 
activity is typically associated with a physical injury such as a stroke. 
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4.4 Texture 
The middle symmetry plane method (described in section 4.2 (Obtaining ideal 
Mid Sagittal-Plane)) is appropriate only for detecting asynmletric lesions. For images 
with other pathological patterns, such as Alzheimer's disease, the iMSP method is not 
appropriate. In this section, texture is extracted and quantified for the purpose of 
characterizing and classifying the images. Gabor filters have previously been utilized to 
characterize the texture of non-medical images [33]. The two dimensional Gabor function 
g(x, y), and its Fourier transform G(u, v), are shown in the following equations, 
Equations 4.13 and 4.14 [33]: 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Where <Ju = 1121t<Jx and <Jy = 1/21t<Jy , W = wavelet transfolm, <Jx = intensity 
variance ofpixel array, <Jy = intensity variance ofpixel array, G(u,v) represents Fourier 
space. A Gabor Wavelet Transform of each image is created using a technique where the 
fourier transform of the complex conjugate of the Gabor function, a Gabor filter, is 
applied to the Fourier transform of the PET image. This process is shown in Equation 
4.7 where GF represents the Gabor Filter previously defined, the Inverse Discrete Fourier 
Transform is ift, the Fourier Transform isft, GWT is the resultant Wavelet Transform 
Magnitude, and PET is the tested image. 
GWT = rea I (ift (ft (PET) * GF}Y + imaginary(ift (ft (PET) * GF)Y (4.7) 
There are twenty four different filters used in total representing the six different 
orientations and four different scales. Application of these filters to a PET image results 
in 24 Wavelet Transform Magnitude, from which the texture feature is derived. The 
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texture feature itself is a 48-element vector that consists of 24 standard deviations (~) and 
24 means (a). The raw feature vector (f/) that is used for indexing can therefore be 
expressed as equation 4.16: 
fv l [I I I I I I] = f..1.oo' f..1.01 , •• . , f..1.23' (j 00' (j 01"' " (j 23 (4.8) 
This mechanism of texture quantification is utilized with anatomical regions of 
interest and the whole brain. Raw data from the texture characterization algorithms are 
inserted into database and combined with the results obtained from Statistical Analysis 
procedures, detailed in section 4.5. 
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4.5 Statistical Analysis of Brain physiology 
Statistical measurements ofvoxel intensity within localized anatomical structures 
and the whole brain reveals the presence of physiologicaL pattems that are associated with 
neuro-disorders, and also those that are normal. Analysis of these patterns by qualified 
neuro-specialists is commonly used method of diagnosing patients. The methodology 
outlined here mirrors a conventional analysis procedure using automated computer 
algorithms. The exact statistical measurements that are obtained are the co-efficient of 
variance, the mean pixel intensity property, and the mean index ratio . These 
measurements relate to the whole brain and also to specific anatomical structures affected 
by certain disorders. 
Anatomical structures are segmented/isolated from the spatially normalized PET 
scans using the method detailed in section 4.1 (Anatomical Mapping). The mean of voxel 
intensity property is measured for the specified anatomical structure as is the mean value 
taken from the rest of brain. These measurements provide the mean index ratio result, 
MlR, which is equal to the mean intensity of whole brain divided by the mean intensity of 
the specified anatomical structure. 
The mean values of normal subjects are then tested against Alzheimer's 
diagnosed patients to find any significant difference using the T -Test. A significantly 
lower than normal mean value for voxel intensity property is associated with hypo-
metabolism while a significantly higher than normal mean is diagnosed as hyper-
metabolic. Alzheimer is characterized by hypo-metabolism in ce11ain anatomical 
structures [7 1,72]. 
Co-efficient of variance or CV is also measured. Anatomical structures are again 
segmented/isolated using the method outlined in section 4.1 (Anatomical Mapping). 
Equation 4.8 represents co-efficient of variance of anatomical structure within a PET 
image, Vxyz is the voxel intensity property value. 
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cv = a-(V,rYZ ) 
V )'TZ 
Stephen Batty. 
(4.9) 
The above calculations and measurements are applied to six different areas that 
are associated with Alzheimer's disease, Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA) and Mild 
Cognitive Impairment (MCI): 
• Parietal Cortex (Alzheimer's) 
• Occipital Cortex (Alzheimer's and Posterior COltical Atrophy) 
• Posterior Cingulate (Mild cognitive impairment, very early Alzheimer'S) 
• Brodmann's Areas 29 and 30 
• Hippocampus (Mild cognitive impairment, very early Alzheimer'S) 
The anatomical structures are represented graphicall y, on PET Images from a 
patient diagnosed as normal, in figures 4.7 - 4.11 
Figure 4.7. Brodmann's Area 29 shown as black pixels. 
Figure 4.8. Brodmann's Area 30 shown as black pixels. 
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Figure 4.9. Hippocampus shown as black pixels. 
Figure 4.10. Posterior Cingulate (PC) shown as black pixels. 
Figure 4.11. Parietal Lobes shown as black pixels. 
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4.6 Kinetic Modelling 
The simplified reference tissue model is unlike other mathematical models used to 
study PET images in that it does not require the direct measurement of blood plasma. 
Ligand uptake is measured within a reference area that has no specific binding to the 
studied neuro-transmitter. This uptake level can then be compared to the target tissue, 
which itself has specific binding with the radioactively labelled ligand. By applying this 
model the binding potential, which is equal to receptor density divided by the equilibrium 
dissociation constant, can be calculated to clinical standards of accuracy (98). 
Six different sets of images have been used, each containing three regions of 
interest: A lesion/grafted striatum, its contra-lateral control striatum, and the cerebellum 
which is the reference region. The regions of interest were manually drawn for each 
different data set; this was performed using the commercial software package Analyze 
[10] In total eighteen different regions are analyzed, and correspondingly eighteen 
time/activity curves produced. 
The localized binding potential can be calculated if the tracer concentration over 
time is measured. Binding potential is an estimate ofreceptor density, and it is a measure 
of the affinity between a ligand and a neuro-anatomical structure. A diagram of the 
simplified reference tissue (68) model is shown in Figure 4.12, the full set of equations that 
represent the model are shown in Equations 4.9 - 4.16 (68) and a table explaining the 
contents of the diagram is given in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.12. Simplified Reference Tissue model 1(,81 . 
dcr{t) = K' C {t)-k' C (t) dt I p 2 r (4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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(4.16) 
Table 4 1 Simplified reference tissue model, explanation of svmbols used ,68, 
Cp = metabolite-corrected plasma concentration. 
concentration in reference tissue. 
Cr concentration of free ligand. 
concentration of specifically bound ligand 
rate of transfer from Cp to Cr. 
rate of transfer from Cp to Cr 
rate of transfer from Cr to Cp. 
rate of transfer from Cr to Cp. 
rate of transfer from Cr to Cb. 
rate of transfer from Cb to Cr. 
equal to the binding potential (BP). 
If Cr is known the following formula, described in Equation 4.17 can be derived 
from the differential equations shown in Equations 4.10 - 4.16 and then solved iteratively 
to reveal the value of binding potential 1681. Where BP = Binding Potential, t = time, R, = 
K, /K, ' and Ct(t) = Ct{t) + Cb(t). 
R k -k t C
r 
(t) =R 1 Cr (t) + (k2 - I 2 )Cr (t) * exp( 2 ) I+BP I+BP (4.17) 
The major advantage of this theory is that no direct measurements of blood 
plasma metabolite concentration need to be taken, which allows the calculation of 
binding potential non-invasively. All these concentration values are obtained directly 
from sequential PET images, i.e., PET images from the same subject are repeatedly 
acquired over a period of 90 minutes. Binding potentials are often used to assess the 
effectiveness of drugs and to evaluate receptor status in disorders such as Huntington's 
disease. 
Binding potential is represented using a standard decimal number, of the desired 
accuracy level, and as such can be utilised within a relational-database with no further 
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manipulation. Binding potential value is therefore suitable as a database index within a 
content based image retrieval system. 
This technique of extracting binding potential, the simplified reference tissue 
model, coupled with the previously described procedure used to obtain anatomical 
infonnation provides a novel means to autonomously calculate binding potential for any 
neuro-anatomical structure referenced within the Talairarch and Toumoux atlas. 
Anatomical regions of interest can be isolated and the binding potential extraction 
algorithms applied, to this automatically segmented anatomical region of interest, the 
resultant decimal value can then be employed within the retrieval system as a database 
index. A content based image retrieval system for PET images which enables queries 
based on the binding potential of anatomical regions of interest is made viable. 
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4.7 Retrieval system 
The statistical data, obtained from the separate anatomical regions is inserted into 
database and the retrieval of images is tested. Retrieval is initially tested using only the 
statistical data as indices. Retrieval of PET images based on a combination of this 
statistical data and the texture feature is also performed. 
The system possesses a client-server architecture. The server stores the image data 
and their corresponding features. The client computer has the interface to indices and 
performs retrieval. Image features include visual and physiological features. Anatomical 
mapping to the Talairarch and Tournoux space is performed to locate lesion's position 
anatomically. Figure 4.13 represents the system graphically. 
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Figure 4.13. Outline of complete PET content based retrieval system. 
Localized statistical data, described in section 4.5 (Statistical AnalYSis of Brain 
Activity) , relates to neurodegenerative diseases whereas the asytmnetric abnonnality data, 
described in section 4.2 (Obtaining ideal Mid Sagittal Plane), relates to tumours, strokes 
and injuries. Diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders and lesions are predominant 
clinical uses of PET imaging. 
A final experimental method, employed to show the practicality and validity of 
the previously documented visual feature extraction methods, is focused on the retrieval 
process. Previously extracted, medically salient, visual features are used to index a 
database of the tested PET scans. Experimental indices consist of: 
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• Cartesian co-ordinates of detected abnormal asymmetric visual features in 
3D normalized space. 
• Anatomical location of detected abnormal asymmetric visual features . 
• Size of detected abnormal asymmetric visual features. 
• Global texture feature. 
• Mean voxel intensity property values of anatomical locations. 
• Co-efficient of variance voxel intensity property values of anatomical 
locations. 
A nearest K-neighbours search algorithm is employed to find the closest matches 
to the query data. Each of the indices is tested independently and the content-based 
image retrieval system presented here has two qualitatively different query styles: 
• Textual, neuro-anatomical structures are chosen from the complete list of 
available options. 
• Visual, a spatially normalized PET image from a control subject is 
displayed and the user then clicks on the structure, or position to be 
queried. 
A third type of query that has not been implemented is query-by-example. The 
query by example approach requires a user supplied image to be analyzed ad-hoc, over 
the Internet and the extracted visual features are then used to search the database. The 
implementation of this display method would require a significant amount of 
development to create the web pages and optimise the execution time of the image 
analysis algorithms. However Query-by-example would provide no useful scientific data 
that is not already available by the analysis of the two alternate query approaches 
previously described. It has therefore not been tested. 
Evaluation of query results is achieved by two distinctly separate methods: 
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• Ensure that retrieved images exhibit an asymmetrical abnormal feature in 
the expected anatomical location. 
• An Alzheimer' s query shows that PET scans from patients diagnosed with 
Alzheimer's are the closest matches; also vice versa that query data from a 
normal patient returns PET images from normal patients as closest 
matches. 
A preliminary Internet based system has been built to display the above two query 
methods; the graphical user interface is shown in section 5.7 (Content Based Image 
Retrieval) figures 5.11 and 5.12. The server is located in the Computer Vision Research 
group area of Middlesex University (Tottenham Campus). 
The system is built around a MySQL database, containing the experimental' 
indices that utilize the extracted visual feature data. It is accessible from any HTML 
browser. The graphical user interface has been built using HTML and the scripting 
language PHP to carry out Structured Query Language searches on the database. 
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5 Results and Discussion 
5. 1 Extracted Ideal Mid Sagittal Plane 
The ideal mid-sagittal plane extraction methodology was applied to PET images 
from patients with a variety of diagnosis types to ensure the reliability and validity of the 
experimental algorithms. Results from each diagnosis type are presented in Figures S.l -
5.8. Diagnosis types are normal, head injury, Alzheimer's, tumour and pseudo-lesion. 
The pseudo-lesions are generated manually for evaluation purposes. 
Figure 5.1. Normal patient. 
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Figure 5.2. Alzheimer diagnosed patient. 
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Figure 5.3. Head injury 
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Figure 5.4. Naturally occurring lesion (high activity). Blank frames artefacts caused by spatial 
normalization and scanning protocol. 
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Figure 5.5. Naturally occurring lesion (high activity). Blank frames artefacts caused by spatial 
normalization and scanning protocol. 
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Figure 5.6. Artificial tumour (high activity, white dots on the 5th row). 
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Figure 5.7. Artificial lesion (Iow activity, black dots on the 
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Figure S.S. Artificial lesion (low activity grey area on 4 row). 
Results show that ideal-Mid-Sagittal Plane can be reliably extracted using the 
tested algorithms [991. 
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5.2 Texture 
Texture is quantified using the previously described Gabor filter method. Two 
examples of the complete texture feature, for the Posterior Cingulate, are given in 
Equations 5.1 - 5.2 along with the respective diagnosis. The 48-element feature vector 
is inserted into database to enable content-based image retrieval to be performed. 
Normal 
1 256.097801 92.956801 91.84210 1220.069701 91.84210 
1 92.956801 66.854701 18.558301 18.33030 1 62.27360 
1 18.330301 18.558301 18.338001 4.749901 4.70130 
1 17.711701 4.701301 4.749901 5.895401 1.57730 
1 l.56600 1 5.797901 1.566001 1.57730 1 318.90010 
1 98.60280 1 96.06140 1288.55120 1 96.061401 98 .60280 
1144.06870 1 33.488801 32.270101129.615401 32.27010 
1 33.488801 58.07810110.728701 10.199401 52.67680 
1 10.199401 10.728701 26.051301 3.832601 3.60560 
123.76080 1 3.605601 3.832601 
Alzheimer's 
1 354.902601 195 .074901 195.665501389.91520 1195 .66550 
1195.074901118.380501 37.91220 1 37.975601122.92170 
1 37.975601 37.912201 35.541001 9.232001 9.24110 
1 36.16420 1 9.24110 1 9.232001 11.782401 2.89400 
1 2.89560111.883601 2.895601 2.894001365.40140 
1193.971201199.03690 1469.339901 199.036901193.97 120 
1192.982201 63.921901 66.045001224.862201 66.04500 
1 63.921901 83.539201 19.464201 20.37800194.35220 
1 20.378001 19.464201 38.82530 1 6.636801 7.03590 
143.247701 7.035901 6.636801 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Retrieval results are presented in Tables 5.1 - 5.6; each anatomical structure is 
presented in ascending order, with the highest value feature vector at the top of table. 
Images with the same diagnosis should therefore be grouped together. 
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Table 5.1 Parietal Lobe 
4----------4-------------4-
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
1 990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990270 1 PCA 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
19901641 PCA 1 
19901361 Normal 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901691 Alzheimers 1 
1990170 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990276 1 MCr 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
4----------4-------------4-
Table 5.2 
Posterior Cingulate 
4----------4-------------4-
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
19902701 PCA 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
19901641 PCA 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
19901361 Normal 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990276 1 MCr 1 
1 990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990169 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901701 Alzheimers 1 
4----------4-------------4-
Table 5.3 
Brodmann's Area 30 
4----------4-------------4-
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
1 990270 1 PCA 
19901891 PCA 
1 
1 
19901641 PCA 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990169 1 Alzheimers 1 
I 990170 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
1 990276 1 MCr 1 
1990136 1 Normal 1 
4----------4-------------4-
Table 5.4 
Brodmann's Area 29 
4----------4-------------4-
I image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
I 990270 I PCA 1 
I 990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901641 PCA 1 
I 990276 1 Mcr 1 
I 990169 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990170 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990136 1 Normal 1 
1000065 1 Normal 1 
4----------4-------------4-
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Table 5.5 Occipital Lobe 
4----------4-------------4-
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
19901641 PCA 
1 990270 1 PCA 1 
1990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
19901361 Normal 1 
1 990276 1 Mcr 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990169 1 Alzheimers 1 
1 990170 1 Alzheimers 1 
4----------4-------------4-
Table 5.6 Hippocampus 
4----------4-------------4-
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
4----------4-------------4-
19902701 PCA 1 
1990168 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901641 PCA 1 
1 990169 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901701 Alzheimers 1 
1 990276 1 MCr 1 
1 990121 1 Alzheimers 1 
19901361 Normal 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
4----------4-------------4-
The retrieval results obtained using the raw data from the texture quantification 
procedures exhibit differentiation based upon patient diagnosis, in nine out of ten cases 
when utilizing BA30 or Posterior Cingulate which produced the best results. Tables have 
been produced by querying the database of images and ordering results by the value of 
the texture feature. Each table represent a different and unique anatomical region. 
Those images with matching diagnosis should therefore be adjacent. 
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5.3 Feature detection 
Abnormal asymmetries are detected and isolated using the previously outlined 
approach, described in section 4.3. Figures 5.9 - 5.21 show pairs of images, the original 
PET image is displayed on the left whilst the abnormal feature is highlighted in the right 
hand side image. The red pixel is the centre pixel of the smallest possible box that would 
completely contain the detected feature. 
Figure 5.9 Bottom left (Iow activity) Figure 5.10 Bottom left (Iow activity) 
Figure 5.11 Top right (Iow activity) Figure 5.12 Top right (Iow activity) 
Figure 5.13 Top right (Iow activity) Figure 5.14 Top left (high activity) 
Figure 5.15 Top left and central (high activity) Figure 5.16 Central (high activity) 
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Figure 5.17 Central (high activity). Figure S.18 Central (high activity). 
Figure 5.19 Bottom left (high activity). Figure S.20 Bottom left (high activity). 
Figure 5.21 Bottom left (high activity). 
Centre pixel co-ordinates and area of detected lesion are utilized as indices within 
a database to perform content based retrievaL of the PET images. 
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5.4 Activation Homogeneity 
Quantification of PET images using the co-efficient of variance, or CV, for voxel 
intensity has been tested. The anatomical structures measured were the Parietal Lobes, 
Brodmann' s Areas 29 and 30, and the Posterior Cingulate [7 1), as illustrated in Figures 4.8 
to 4.12. The whole brain, with the specified region of interest removed has also been 
measured for comparison, results shown in Tables 5.7 - 5.12. 
Table 5.7 CV values of BA30 compared to 
rest of whole brain. 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
I Wb-roi I Diff I BA30 I Diagnosisl 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
10.448461 0.01370 I 0.46216lAlzheimer 
I 0.50993 I -0.00069 I 0.50924IAlzheimer 
10.50948 1-0.001391 0.50809lAlzheimer 
I 0.56589 1 0.06765 1 0.63354lAlzheimer 
10.502641 0.07253 10.575171 MCI 
10.45775 I 0.01970 I 0.47745 I Normal 
I 0.35959 I 0.05242 10.41201 I Normal 
10.497661-0.04163 10.45603 1 PCA 
10.502161-0.1321510.370011 PCA 
I 0.63544 I 0.44986 11 .08530 I PCA 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
Table 5.8 CV values of BA29 compared to 
rest of whole brain. 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
I Wb-roi I Diff I BA29 I Diagnosis 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
10.56634 I -0.16349 I 0.40285 IAlzheimer 
10.44856 1-0.11988 10.32868 IAlzheimer 
10.51048 1-0.21054 I 0.29994 IAlzheimer 
10.51003 1-0.2106010.29943 IAlzheimer 
10.50282 I -0.09396 I 0.40886 I MCI 
10.45819 1 0.1894210.64761 I Normal 
10.35996 I -0.06967 I 0.29029 1 Normal 
10.49771 1-0.1643410.333371 PCA 
10.50223 I -0.20738 I 0.29485 I PCA 
10.636271-0.00013 10.636141 PCA 
1----------1-------------1----------1------------1-
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Table 5.9 CV values of Parietal compared to 
rest of whole brain. 
1----------1-----------1-----------1------------1-
I Wb-roi I Diff I Parietal I Diagnosis 
1----------1-----------1-----------1------------1-
10.57926 1-0.16034 10.41892 IAlzheimer 
10.465171-0.1718610.29331IAlzheimer 
10.52948 1-0.224341 0.30514lAlzheimer 
1 0.52899 1-0.22409 I 0.30490 IAlzheimer 
10.521571-0.24205 10.279521 MCI 
10.474311-0.1666610.307651 Normal 
10.372791-0.14273 10.230061 Normal 
I 0.48872 1-0.02395 I 0.46477 I PCA 
10.48955 1-0.07552 10.41403 I PCA 
10.65073 1-0.20913 10.44160 I PCA 
1----------1-----------1-----------1------------1-
Table 5.10. CV values of PC compared to rest 
of whole brain. 
1----------1-----------1----------1------------1-
I Wb-roi I Diff I PC I Diagnosis 
1----------1-----------1----------1------------1-
10.565441-0.0115910.55385IAlzheimer 
I 0.44892 1-0.09295 I 0.35597 IAlzheimer 
10.51031 1-0.1665210.34379IAlzheimer 
10.509861-0.16731 10.34255 IAlzheimer 
10.502661-0.0504910.452171 MCI 
10.457391-0.1442510.313141 Normal 
I 0.35956 1-0.08680 I 0.27276 I Normal 
10.49891 1-0.17830 I 0.32061 I PCA 
10.502341-0.1883210.314021 PCA 
10.63015 10.7929511.42310 I PCA 
1----------1-----------1----------1------------1-
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Table 5.11. CV values of Hippocampus 
compared to rest of whole brain 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
I Wb-roi I Diff I Hippo I Diagnosis 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
10.56645 1-0.3209410.24551 IAlzheimer 
10.44851 1-0.24940 I 0.19911 IAlzheimer 
10.510351-0.1958210.31453IAlzheimer 
I 0.50990 1-0.19467 I 0.31523 IAlzheimer 
I 0.50288 1-0.22559 I 0.27729 I MCI . 
I 0.45820 1-0. 14687 I 0.31133 I Normal 
I 0.35997 1-0.18026 [ 0.17971 [Normal 
[ 0.49764[-0.26120 [ 0.23644 [ PCA 
10.50238 [-0.20823 [0.29415 [ PCA 
I 0.63681 [-0.53334 [ 0.10347 [ PCA 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
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Table 5.12. CV values of Occipital compared 
to rest of whole brain. 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
I Wb-roi I Diff I Occipital [Diagnosis[ 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
[ 0.56570 [-0.10485[ 0.46085 [ Alzheimer 
10.45648 1-0.1 0449[ 0.35199 [ Alzheimer 
10.512191-0.1408810.371311 Alzheimer 
I 0.51172 [-0.14091 [ 0.37081 [ Alzheimer 
[ 0.50797 [-0.04974[ 0.45823 [MCI 
[ 0.45921 [-0.07172[ 0.38749 [ Normal 
[ 0.36054 [-0.07467[ 0.28587 [ Normal 
[0.50495 [-0.08872[ 0.41623 [ PCA 
[ 0.50396 [-0.11120[ 0.39276 [ PCA 
[ 0.62855 [ 0.14742 [ 0.77597 [ PCA 
~---------~----------~-----------~-----------~ 
The results show that the co-efficient of variance, or CV, does not differentiate 
the image sets data based upon their diagnosis. Therefore the retlieval results obtained 
using the CV value as indices do not perform content based PET image retrieval. There 
is no apparent classification based upon diagnosis when CV is utilized as the index. 
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5.5 Hypo - Metabolism 
Quantification of PET images using the mean voxel intensity value has been 
performed. A reduced mean value corresponds to hypo-metabolism. The anatomical 
stlUctures measured were the Parietal Lobes, Brodmann's Areas 29 and 30, the 
Hippocampus, the Occipital Lobe and the Posterior Cingulate [7 11 . Figures 4.8 to 4.12 
illustrate these anatomical regions. The whole brain, with the specified region of interest 
removed has also been measured for comparison. Absolute mean values and mean index 
ratio have been calculated. 
Table 5.13. Mean values of the Parietal Lobes compared to the rest of the Brain(Wb-roi). 
1_--------------1_--------------1_---------------1_-------------1_ 
Wb-roi Ratio Parietal 1 Diagnosis 1 
1_--------------1_--------------1_---------------1--------------1_ 
12077.12990 10.9031279 12299.92880 1 Alzheimer 1 
1 2304.98810 1 0.9556902 12411.85710 1 Alzheimer 1 
1 271l.53230 1 0.7616675 13559.99470 1 Alzheimer 1 
12713.424301 0.7619768 13561.03280 1 Alzheimer 1 
12787.4050010.7423025 13755.079801 MCI 1 
1 326l.30010 1 0.840419613880.56180 1 Normal 1 
13397.7074010.971981213495.65130 1 Normal 1 
12386.7309011.3488661 11769.435001 PCA 1 
12296.7707011.1552350 11988.141501 PCA 1 
11543.7089010.8949618 11724.88810 1 PCA 1 
1_-------------1_---------------1_--------------1---------------1_ 
Table 5.14. Mean values of Brodmann's Area 29 compared to the rest of the Brain. 
~--------------1_--------------1_---------------1_-------------1_ 
Wb-roi Ratio BA29 1 Diagnosis 1 
1_--------------1_--------------1_---------------1_-------------1_ 
12087.5344010.9018596 12314.700001 Alzheimer 1 
12306.96710 11.0497093 12197.720001 Alzheimer 1 
12793.31340 10.922509813027.950001 Alzheimer 1 
12795.1529010.921942013031.810001 Alzheimer 1 
12848.6950011.195072812383.700001 MCI 1 
13316.379201 0.917490413614.62000 1 NOlmal 1 
13403.2809010.8169691 14165.740001 Normal 1 
12317.3560011.0438352 12220.04000 1 PCA 1 
12224.7593011.1099378 12004.400001 PCA 1 
11544.40540 1l.4559149 11060.78000 1 PCA 1 
1_--------------1_-------------1_---------------1_-------------1_ 
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Table 5.15. Mean values of Brodmann's 30 compared to the rest of the Brain 
~--------------~--------------~----------------r-------------~ 
Wb-roi Ratio BA30 1 Diagnosis 1 
~---------------r---------------r----------------r--------------r 
12088.735601 1.2324408 11694.79590 1 Alzheimer 1 
12306.409301 0.9996351 12314.42860 1 Alzheimer 1 
12794.17310 1 0.9601862 12910.03270 1 Alzheimer 1 
12796.00990 1 0.9588511 12916.00000 1 Alzheimer 1 
12848.996501 1.1261673 12529.81630 1 MCI 1 
13314.614301 0.7425496 14463 .828601 Normal 1 
13401.934801 0.7984753 14260.53880 1 NOlmal 1 
12316.963001 0.977478412370.34690 1 PCA 1 
12224.501901 0.8740774 12544.97140 1 PCA 1 
11544.978301 1.3895832 11111 .82860 1 PCA 1 
~---------------r--------------~----------------r---------------r 
Table 5.16. Mean values of the Posterior Cingulate compared to the rest of the brain. 
~--------------~---------------r---------------~-------------~ 
Wb-roi Ratio PC 1 Diagnosis 1 
~--------------~---------------r----------------r-------------~ 
1 2092.10960 11.2862583 11626.50810 1 Alzheimer 
12306.7844010.968284712382.34110 1 Alzheimer 
12794.1728010.8871118 1 3149.74130 1 Alzheimer 
12796.0060010.886054913155 .56730 1 Alzheimer 
12851.5998011.024508712783.382801 MCI 
1 3304.42560 1 0.6324842 1 5224.51900 1 Nomlal 
13394.9261010.745047614556.656601 Nomlal 
12314.0157010.856227212702.571901 PCA 
12223.5836010.7833148 12838.68450 1 PCA 
11551.5716011.93684691 801.08120 1 PCA 
~ ___ _ _________ _ ~_________ _ 4-
+--------------
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Table 5.17. Mean values of the Hippocampus compared to the rest of the brain. 
-r---------------r---------------r----------------r _______ -------r 
1 Wb-roi 1 Ratio IHippocampusl Diagnosis 1 
-r---------------r---------------r----------------r---____ -------r 
12087.0393011.02871191 2028.78900 1 Alzheimer 1 
1 2307.42600 11.2496369 1 1846.47710 1 Alzheimer 1 
12794.11360 11.2477759 1 2239.27520 1 Alzheimer 1 
1 2795.94990 11.2479977 1 2240.34860 1 Alzheimer 1 
12848.57390 11.0921025 1 2608.33940 1 MC! 1 
13317.77440 11.32339941 2507.009201 Normal 1 
1 3404.54500 11.3627482 1 2498.29360 1 Normal 1 
12317.7589011.22897621 1885.92660 1 PCA 1 
12224.1433011.02819371 2163.15600 1 PCA 1 
11543.7159010.82713161 1866.348601 PCA 1 
-r---------------r---------------r----------------r--------------r 
Table 5.18. Mean values of the Occipital compared to the rest of the brain. 
-r---------------r---------------r----------------r--------------r 
Wb-roi Ratio 1 Occipital 1 Diagnosis 1 
-r---------------r---------------r----------------r--------------r 
12095.56410 1 0.9230719 12270.20670 1 Alzheimer 1 
12262.7196010.821238712755.25210 1 Alzheimer 1 
12726.8532010.689702213953.66780 1 Alzheimer 1 
12728.7456010.6896413 13956.76090 1 Alzheimer 1 
12811.3957010.837792713355.71760 1 MCI 1 
13250.29270 1 0.7617111 14267.09380 1 Nomlal 1 
13337.33410 1 0.785062214251.04410 1 Normal 1 
12298.24010 1 0.9084815 12529.75980 1 PCA 1 
12231.9010010.872867912556.97450 1 PCA 1 
11560.8469011.144827011363.391101 PCA 1 
-r---------------r----------------r---------------r-------------r 
A one tailed T -Test was performed, with a confidence interval of 0.001, on each 
dataset to elucidate whether there was significant hypo-metabolism in the anatomical 
regions of interest when compared to the normal. 
The Parietal Lobes, Posterior Cingulate, Hippocampus, Brodmann's Area ' s 29 
and 30, of patients diagnosed with Alzheimer' s were found to have a significantly 
reduced metabolism. The Posterior Cingulate, Parietal Lobe, and Brodmann's Areas 29 
and 30 of the patient diagnosed with Mild Cognitive hnpairment exhibited decreased 
metabolism when compared to the normal. Patients diagnosed with Posterior Cortical 
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Atrophy exhibited hypo-metabolism in the Occipital Lobes, Parietal Lobes, Posterior 
Cingulate, Hippocampus, and Brodmann' s Area 29 and 30. 
Absolute mean values however are not suitable for use as a database index within 
a content based image retrieval system as they are dependent on relative dosages. Mean 
index ratio is therefore calculated, and utilized as the index for retrieval. Results are 
presented in Tables 5.19 - 5.24, each dataset is in ascending order. Mean index ratio is 
calculated by dividing the mean of the specified structure by the mean value for the rest 
of the brain. 
Table 5.19. Posterior 
Cingulate 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~---------~-----------~ 
1990270 1 PCA 
1 990121 1 Alzheimer 
19902761 MCr 
1 990168 1 Alzheimer 
1 990169 1 Alzheimer 
1990170 1 Alzheimer 
1990164 1 PCA 
1990189 1 PCA 
1990136 1 Normal 
1 000065 1 Normal 
~---------~-----------~ 
Table 5.20. Parietal Lobe 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~---------~-----------~ 
19901641 PCA 
19901891 PCA 
1 990136 1 Normal 
1 990168 1 Alzheimer 
1990270 1 PCA 
1 990121 1 Alzheimer 
1 000065 1 Normal 
1 990169 1 Alzheimer 
1990170 1 Alzheimer 
1 990276 1 MCr 
~---------~-----------~ 
Table 5.21. Hippocampus 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 990136 1 Normal 
1 000065 1 Normal 
1 990169 1 Alzheimer 
1 990170 1 Alzheimer 
1990168 1 Alzheimer 
19901641 PCA 
1 990276 1 Mcr 
1 990189 1 PCA 
1 990121 1 Alzheimer 
1 990270 1 PCA 
~---------~-----------~ 
Table 5.22. Occipital Lobe 
~---------~------ ~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 990270 1 PCA 
1990121 1 Alzheimer 
19901641 PCA 
19901891 PCA 
1 990168 1 Alzheimer 
1 990276 1 MCr 
19901361 Normal 
1000065 1 Normal 
1 990169 1 Alzheimer 
1 990170 1 Alzheimer 
~---------~-----------~ 
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Table 5.23. 
Brodmann's Area 30 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~------- --~-----------~ 
19902701 PCA 
1990121 1 Alzheimer 
1 990276 1 MCr 
1990168 1 Alzheimer 
1990164 1 PCA 
1990169 1 Alzheimer 
1990170 1 Alzheimer 
1990189 1 PCA 
1 990136 1 Normal 
1 000065 1 Normal 
~---------~-----------~ 
Table 5.24. 
Brodmann's Area 29 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 image 1 diagnosis 1 
~---------~-----------~ 
1 990270 1 PCA 
1 990276 1 Mcr 
19901891 PCA 
1 990168 1 Alzheimer 
19901641 PCA 
1990121 1 Alzheimer 
1990169 1 Alzheimer 
1 990170 1 Alzheimer 
1 000065 1 Normal 
19901361 Normal 
~---------~-----------~ 
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Some images with the same diagnosis are grouped together. However there 
are a number of errors where an image of one diagnosis is grouped with those of 
different diagnosis. Retrieval using only the mean index ratio cannot be said to be 
completely reliable with the tested data; Images are not completely differentiated or 
grouped together in a manner that is concurrent with their respective diagnosis. 
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5.6 Physiological data (Simplified Reference Tissue Model) 
For dynamic images of a ligand tracer, raclopride, a kinetic modelling 
technique, the simplified reference tissue model [68], is applied to determine the 
binding potential. An example of the image data that was utilized in this stage of the 
study is shown below in Figure 5.22; all the PET scans used in this part of the study 
originate from animal subjects. 
Tracer activity in three separate areas of the brain was measured, the left 
striatum, the right striatum and also the cerebellum. The tracer used, raclopride, has a 
high affinity for dopamine D2 receptors, which have a high density in the striatum. 
There should be no specific binding in the cerebellum (the reference region). By 
using the Simplified Reference tissue model the binding potential of drug can be 
calculated for both of the striatum and hence an estimate of the receptor density is 
obtained. In this experiment the left striatum was lesioned to eliminate D2 receptors, 
and consequently reduce the regions binding potential. Two of the lesioned striata 
were grafted. The purpose of this was to assess D2 receptor status in the striatal grafts 
in this experimental model of Huntington's disease (a neuro-degenerative disorder). 
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Figure 5.22. Transaxial, coronal, and sagittal projections of brain frames taken in the time 
periods of 5-10 minutes (left column), 40 minutes (middle column) and 90 minutes (right column) 
for cerebellum (top row) and striatum (bottom row). 
A typical example of the tissue time activity curves obtained from PET images 
is shown in Figure 5.23. The value of binding potential obtained from this data was 
1.4 (for the lesioned left striatum). 
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Figure 5.23. Typical time-activity curve data. Left is lesioned and right is normal/control 
striata and cerebeUum is tbe reference region. 
In this study 6 different image sets were analyzed, producing twelve binding 
potential values, one for each of the two striata. After completing analysis the amount 
of data available consisted of 18 separate time activity curves, 12 individual binding 
potentials, and 6 binding potential ratios. Binding potential was found to be 0.7975 for 
a lesioned striatum and 1.2045 for the normal striatum. 
--------.-_-_-_-_---.-.-.-. ------------------"t 
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5.7 Content based image retrieval 
Image retrieval is carried out in two stages. If an abnonnal asymmetry is 
detected its position is utilized as the database query. The Euclidean distance between 
the lesions is calculated and employed as the similarity metric. Scans possessing the 
minimal distance are returned first, shown below is the query image followed by 
retrieval results in the correct order as returned by the system. All images with 
detected lesions are retrieved and those that possess a lesion that is closest, in 
Euclidean distance from the lesion on the query image, are returned first. Results are 
displayed in Table 5.25. 
Table 5.25. Retrieval results using Euclidean distance between lesions. 
Voxel co-ordinates oflesion X=51 Y=57 Z=32. 
Slice Number 30 31 
Slice Number 34 35 
Slice Number 47 48 
32 
Query Image 
Retrieval Results 
36 
49 
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Voxel co-ordinates of lesion X=52, Y=72, Z=32 
_IIIaI"::nIj 
32 33 34 
The Euc1idean distance between a lesion and a user specified position is also 
implemented. Images with an abnormal asymmetry located nearest to the specified 
position are returned first, a screenshot of this process is shown in Figure 5.11. 
Texture and mean index ratio, from the Occipital Lobe, Brodmann's Area's 29 
and 30 and the Posterior Cingulate, are also employed to classify and retrieve images. 
The texture and mean index ratio visual features are combined into one feature. 
Retrieval results that correspond to the diagnosis are produced. The results of 
querying using the combined feature are presented in Tables 5.26 - 5.28. 
Table 5.26. 
Ascending order 
i----------i------------i-
1 Image 1 Diagnosisl 
i----------i------------i-
19902701 PCA 
19901891 PCA 
19901641 PCA 
1990136 1 Normal 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
1 990121 IAlzheimerl 
1 990169 IAlzheimerl 
1 990170 IAlzheimerl 
19901681Alzheimerl 
1 990276 1 MCI 1 
i----------i------------i-
Table 5.27. 
Normal query data 
i----------i------------i-
1 Image 1 Diagnosisl 
i----------i------------i-
19901361 Normal 
1000065 1 Norn1al 
1 990270 1 PCA 
19901891 PCA 
19901641 PCA 1 
1 990121 IAlzheimerl 
1 990169 IAlzheimerl 
1 990170 IAlzheimerl 
19901681Alzheimerl 
19902761 MCI 1 
i----------i------------i-
Table 5.28. Alzheimer's 
query data 
i----------i------------i-
1 Image 1 Diagnosisl 
i----------i------------i-
1 990121 IAlzheimerl 
1 990169 IAlzheimerl 
1990170lAlzheimerl 
1 990168 IAlzheimerl 
19902761 MCI 1 
1 90270 1 PCA 1 
19901891 PCA 1 
19901641 PCA 1 
19901361 Normal 1 
1 000065 1 Normal 1 
i----------i------------i-
Texture and mean index ratio of the relevant anatomical structures are 
combined using the calculation shown in Equation 5.3. 
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(5.3) 
1M represents the texture and mean index ratio combined into one feature 
vector. The whole brain is WE and each anatomical structure is represented by A. 
Raw texture data is shown as T, and N represents each of the orientations and 
rotations of the Gabor filters used to quantify texture. 
A preliminary Internet based system has been built to display the above 
retrieval methods; the graphical user interface is shown in Figures 5.24 and 5.25 . 
The server is located at Middlesex University (Tottenham Campus). 
,-
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6 Summary 
are: 
In summary, the following results have been achieved during this study; they 
• Extraction of the ideal - Mid Sagittal Plane which is applied to PET 
images to detect lesions. 
• Probability of abnormality calculated by comparing pixels belonging to 
the hypothesised feature to those in surrounding region. Results show 
74% accuracy in a test set consisting of 1062 separate 2D slices. 
Conversely 26% were incorrectly detected, meaning that either a false 
positive was present or a lesion went undetected. 
• Anatomical position has been identified by mapping images to the 
Talairarch and Toumoux brain atlas. The anatomical position of any 
detected lesion has been utilized as a database index to enable retrieval 
based upon medically salient visual characteristics (the anatomical 
location of abnormality). 
• Co-efficient of variance has been shown to be unreliable using the 
tested data. 
• Mean values, measured usmg the anatomical mappmg procedure 
outlined here, correspond to those previously obtained using traditional 
manual segmentation techniques. 
• Texture quantification of anatomical structures enables retrieval based 
upon patient diagnosis which has been shown in preliminary tests to be 
accurate in nine out of ten cases with certain anatomical regions. 
• Combining the mean and texture data of relevant anatomical structures 
into one single feature improves the preliminary results and all ten 
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cases are correctly ordered, and therefore retrieval is accurate. The 
local anatomical structures that have been conjoined are the Occipital 
Lobe to assess Posterior Cortical Atrophy. Brodmann' s Area 30, part 
of the Retrosplinal Cortex is included in relation to Alzheimer's. The 
Posterior Cingulate is analyzed to ensure Mild Cortical Atrophy (and 
also Alzheimer's) is accounted for. 
• Binding potential has been extracted as pati of an animal study using 
the simplified reference tissue model [68]. Retrieval based upon the 
binding potential and time activity curve has been shown elsewhere to 
be a valid and reliable method of indexing PET images within a 
database. However, in this study, appropriate time sequence data is not 
available, extensive evaluation is therefore not carried out. 
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7 Result Analysis 
7. 1 Anatomical Mapping 
Mapping a spatially normalized PET brain image to the Talairarch and 
Tournoux atlas is a widely used method for reporting which areas of the brain have 
b t d· d [58,96,100] An t . I . f' d fi . . . I I' een s u le . a omlca regIOn 0 mterest e ImtlOn usmg on y Ta alrarch 
and Tournoux atlas co-ordinates has not previously been researched with PET images 
and retrieval. 
The segmentation or isolation of anatomical structures using this method has 
shown to be effective. Measured tracer uptake patterns that correspond to that 
achieved when manual segmentation methods are employed have been produced 
using this new method. Results presented in 5.5 (Hypo-metabolism) and discussed in 
section 7.4 (Statistical Measurement: Mean and CV) 
The accuracy and reliability of both the Talairarch and Tournoux atlas and the 
Spatial Normalization [58] algorithms are in line with the results of research carried out 
elsewhere. Implementing this method with other anatomical areas may be more 
problematic. Warping of the brain during spatial normalization can produce artificial 
size and shape differences in certain anatomical structures [62] . The probability of a 
Talairarch and Tournoux atlas label being accurate reduces when alternate anatomical 
areas are considered [4,96]. 
Segmentation of anatomical structures is a prerequisite for statistical analysis, 
Texture quantification and in the majority of cases Kinetic Modelling. Mapping co-
ordinates from an image to an anatomical map is essential for indexing PET scans, 
from patients with any form of lesion. Lesion detection is also dependent on the 
elucidation of the iMSP co-ordinates. 
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7.2 Extracted Symmetry Plane 
The ideal-Mid Sagittal Plane, or iMSP has been successfully extracted, as 
shown in results section 5.1 (Extracted ideal Mid Sagittal Plane). The procedures 
that are implemented to achieve this iMSP extraction provide a number of significant 
innovations to the existing theory [97). 
• The angle of rotation, and the translation distance are calculated 
simultaneously. 
• Polynomial regression, of rotation angle and translation distance, in a 
least squares sense. 
• No weighting given to any slice. 
Simultaneous calculation of angle and translation distance is the most 
fundamental difference. This ensures the cross-correlation value is a maximum for 
both parameters. The extraction procedure outlined assumes that the iMSP is a 3D 
flat plane through the actual brain but not necessarily flat through the images (due to 
possible head movements), therefore the rotation angle and translation distance 
between 2D image slices can differ. 
Existing theory relies on an angle which gives the maximum cross correlation 
value, this is . due to the fact that angle is assumed to be constant across all 2D slices. 
A development of this research is to incorporate polynomial regression in which 
rotation angle can vary between 2D slices. The final development is the elimination 
of weighting certain slices. Previous research [97) has uti lized MRI images which 
contain bone data and enable a heavier weighting to be given to those slices with a 
preponderance of this information. Weighting's based on bone anatomy are 
impossible with PET images; PET is a functional imaging modality. 
These developments show that the symmetry plane can be reliably extracted 
from PET images. This new approach to extracting iMSP from PET images provides 
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a reliable mechanism for creating reflection images, which itself enables the detection 
of asymmetric visual features. 
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7.3 Localized Texture 
Differentiation of PET brain images using the Euclidean distance between 
studied images, of the 48 dimensional texture feature vector has been attempted. The 
method is described in section 4.4 (Texture) and results shown in section 5.2 
(Texture). 
Nine out of ten images have been successfully differentiated using only the 
Euclidean distance between texture features. This 90% accuracy is achieved when the 
texture features of Brodmann's area 30 and the Posterior Cingulate are considered. 
These two areas also exhibit parallel differences in mean intensity, further examined 
in section 7.4 (Statistical Measurement: Mean and CV). 
Accuracy of retrieval results is further enhanced when texture is coupled with 
mean index ratio, discussed in detail section 7.6 (Content Based Image Retrieval) It is 
important to note that classification based upon texture was more accurate than either 
absolute mean or mean index ratio. 
The use of Gabor filters to differentiate PET images by measuring texture of 
anatomical areas is a new method, which has been shown to function in this study. 
Gabor filter have previously not been applied to reconstructed PET images as has 
been performed in this research. Results presented here show that Gabor filters, and 
texture quantification of reconstructed PET images is a valid method in the analysis 
procedure. 
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7.4 Statistical Measurement: Mean and CV 
Absolute mean values of localized anatomical structures show significant 
hypo-metabolism as expected, see results section 5.5 (Hypo-metabolism). Absolute 
mean values themselves however cannot be viably used within a content-based image 
retrieval system. This is due to the differences in measured intensity levels caused by 
variations in tracer concentration and scanner sensitivity. 
Mean index ratio, the mean intensity of a certain localized anatomical 
structure divided by the mean intensity of the whole brain is a valid method for 
indexing PET images within a database. Mean index ratio, or normalized region of 
interest curve [56], eliminates the effects of scanner and dosage differences and is a 
widely used method for analyzing PET scans [56]. 
Mean index ratio of patients suffering from Alzheimer's or MCI have been 
shown to be higher than those diagnosed as normal when considering the Posterior 
Cingulate and Brodmann's Area 30, shown in section 5.5 (Hypo-metabolism) tables 
5.19 and 5.23 respectively. Patients diagnosed with Posterior Cortical Atrophy show 
a higher mean index ratio in relation to the Occipital lobe, shown in table 5.22 also 
section 5.5 (Hypo-metabolism). Mean index ratios of other anatomical areas exhibit 
no reliable differences between diagnosis types. 
The three structures, Posterior Cingulate, Brodmann's area 30 and Occipital 
Lobe, are used in combination with the data from the texture analysis to perform 
retrieval; this process is described in section 5.7 (Content Based Image Retrieval). 
Co-efficient of variance does not show any reliable differentiation based upon 
diagnosis, which contradicts the previous research [70]. This can however be explained 
by the fact that the PET images come from patients with the Prodormal form of 
Alzheimer's in which metabolism abnormalities are not as pronounced. 
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7.5 Kinetic Modelling 
Binding potential of raclopride in the striata of primates has been calculated 
using the simplified reference tissue model [681 . Results were as expected with the 
lesioned subjects demonstrating a lower binding potential. The dynamic PET images 
were obtained from non-human subjects and therefore anatomical mapping was not 
possible. The spatial normalization algorithms and Talairarch and Toumoux atlas 
cOITespond to human brain anatomy. Utilization of kinetic modelling results as 
database indices within a content-based PET image retrieval system has not therefore 
been implemented. The use of this data in has previously been researched with 
binding potential results obtained from humans [21. 
Combining the anatomical mapping process, described in methodology section 
4.1 (Anatomical Mapping) , with the simplified reference tissue model would produce 
an automated process for extracting the binding potential of the specified drug. This 
data could then be inserted in the database, and therefore fonn part of the content-
based image retrieval system. 
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7.6 Content-based image retrieval 
All the data that is used in the content-based Image retrieval system IS 
extracted independent of scanning protocol and with no prerequisite for a 
control/normal subject PET from the same study. Pre-processing of images used in 
the content-based image retrieval system consists of spatially normalizing the 
reconstmcted PET images to the MNI template using the SPM 1581 algorithms. 
Retrieval of PET scans with lesions has been demonstrated, utilizing 
Euclidean distance between lesions as the similarity metric. Statistical measurements 
and texture quantification is applied to localized anatomical structures. Results from 
these processes classify images as either normal or from a patient suffering from a 
fonn of dementia. The developed algorithms are able to classify three forms of 
dementia: Mild Cognitive Impairment, Alzheimer's and Posterior Cortical Atrophy. 
This is achieved by combining the mean index ratio and texture features of three 
anatomical areas, the Posterior Cingulate, Occipital Lobe and Brodmann's Area 30, 
which when combined produced the most accurate retrieval. To classify PET scans 
diagnosed with other neurological disorders the correspondingly effected anatomical 
areas could be measured. Algorithms developed for performing anatomical mapping 
can be applied to any region of the brain that is listed in the original Talairarch and 
Toumoux atlas. Statistical measurements and texture quantification can also therefore 
be applied. 
The retrieval system accounts for the two main types of PET images, those 
from lesioned patients and those diagnosed with dementia. Kinetic modelling data 
although not utilized in the CBIR system, has been extracted and retrieval of PET 
images based upon binding potential, the result of kinetic modelling, has been 
successfully performed elsewhere [21. 
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8 Conclusion 
8. 1 Hypothesis and Novel Research 
Is it possible to extract medically salient visual features from 3D PET 
neurological images, using autonomous computer algorithms? 
Can the extracted medically salient visual features be practically utilized 
within a Content-Based Image Retrieval system? 
Research carried out as part of this investigation includes the following novel 
developments: 
• Significant development of iMSP extraction theories, and creation of 
new algorithms. 
• Statistical measurement of physiological parameters combined with 
anatomical accuracy provides a novel autonomous approach to PET 
analysis. 
• Application and evaluation of Gabor texture measurements to PET 
Images. 
• Disease characterization. Differentiation of images from patients with 
Dementia and controls/normal. 
• Further image differentiation of dementia diagnosed patients. Images 
classified as Alzheimer's, Posterior Cortical Atrophy or Mild 
Cognitive Impairment (very early Alzheimer's). 
The above processes, which consist of algorithms written in Matlab, C, SQL 
and PHP are combined with a database of neurological PET images, resulting in the 
first content-based image retrieval system for PET images. Retrieval is based upon 
the medically salient information: 
• Disease type. 
• Anatomical location of any detected asymmetric abnormality. 
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Research developments produced as part of this project take a significant step 
towards the goal of content-based medical image retrieval: 
"Semantic retrieval based on images that are segmented automatically into 
objects and where diagnoses can be derived easily from the objects visual features." 
[47] 
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8.2 Project Summary 
A system for content-based retrieval of PET images has been developed in this 
study. Medically salient visual features have been extracted from PET neurological 
images. These extracted features have subsequently been systematically quantified 
and inserted into a database. Extracted feature data forms the indices within a 
database; this then enables the content-based retrieval of PET images. 
Semantic retrieval has been performed, images are returned from the database 
based upon their diagnosis. Semantic retrieval is made possible by the newly 
developed feature extraction algorithms. 
The first stage of the feature extraction process is to locate the position of the 
ideal-Mid-Sagittal Plane, or iMSP. When a PET image is found to possess no 
abnormal asymmetries further analysis is required. Texture, quantified using Gabor 
filters, of localized anatomical areas has been shown to correctly classify images 
when coupled with mean index ratio. Measurement of localized texture is a new 
approach to PET image quantification, while mean index ratio is a widely used 
procedure. The extraction of mean index ratio is however carried out by 
implementing a new approach utilizing the Talairarch and Tournoux atlas as the 
method for segmenting PET images into anatomical structures. This segmentation 
process also forms part of the texture quantification procedure. 
Content-based retrieval of PET images has been performed. Medically salient 
visual features have been extracted from PET images. This has been achieved by 
developing new theories and implementing new algorithms. 
Experimental results show that PET images are retrieved in a manner that is in an 
accord with their diagnosis. Combining the texture feature and the mean index ratio 
value to provides the bets results. 
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9 Future work 
The developed system is focused on PET images. Inclusion of MR and CT 
would be beneficial to clinicians and researchers, especially the image data from the 
same subjects. 
Due to the limited amount of time sequence data, physiological information 
has not been completely utilised. Further collection of this data and evaluation of the 
kinetic modelling method will be needed in order to make the current system a 
comprehensive one. 
The programming routines developed to extract the symmetry plane from 3D 
PET images may be applicable to spatial normalization. The process of spatial 
norn1alization requires the definition of the anterior commisure - posterior commisure 
line, which is closely related to the symmetry of the brain. Symmetry of images from 
alternate modalities could also be investigated. 
Texture data could be further analyzed to find those gabor filters which 
provide the most meaningful results, in this research all 24 combinations of scales and 
rotations are used. In the future this number could be limited to those which represent 
the brain and its component anatomical regions optimally. 
Anatomically accurate segmentation using the Talairarch and Tournoux atlas 
[4] is inherently only possible with neurological data. However the incorporation of 
prior knowledge into segmentation algorithms for modalities such as MRI may not be 
advantageous. PET images contain a large amount of noise and are therefore difficult 
to segment. Low noise, high signal image modalities such as MRI may not produce 
better segmentation with the addition of prior knowledge in the manner outlined in 
this research. 
It would be possible for the content based image retrieval system to be 
incorporated into a computer aided diagnosis, or CAD software package. Results for 
the retrieval system could facilitate the decision-making process. Raw data from the 
feature extraction algorithms could also be utilized directly in patient diagnosis. 
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